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ABSTRACT 

The problem of inferring some unknown distribution 

(object) from measurements of physical quantities (image 

data) occurs frequently in scientific investigation. This 

study is concerned with the numerical estimation of a 

continuous object distribution from a finite set of noisy 

image data, where the transformation (degradation) between 

the object and the noiseless portion of the data is assumed 

known. So defined, the restoration problem is inherently 

a statistical one, requiring ja priori information to define 

the "most probable" object and noise associated with a 

given set of data. With a random particle model, the 

problem of implementing complex statistical and analytical 

foreknowledge (e.g., positive and bounded objects, signal-

dependent noise, multiple stage imaging, spatial correla

tion, etc.) is reduced to a few simple restoring formulas. 

The proper handling of noise and a clear under

standing of its effects on the restored object estimate are 

fundamental concerns in this study. For linear problems, 

noise impedes the ability to restore those object modes 

(statistically orthogonal components) which have a low 

power transmission through the imaging process, where the 

amount of information which can be reliably transferred 

from the image data to the object estimate is indicated by 

ix 



the effective number of degrees of freedom. The restored 

power density measures the expected spatial resolution 

(density of information) in the object estimate and serves 

as a useful criteria in studying object extrapolation, 

sampling rates and slit widths, correlated noise, and 

design of synthetic apertures. Linear applications of 

Fourier transform techniques are discussed, where modifica

tions to the standard Wiener filter are required for under-

sampling a bandlimited image. The use of nonlinear object 

formulas tends to reduce the effects of noise and may 

extend restored resolution to well beyond the Rayleigh 

limit. However, this enhancement occurs in relatively 

isolated object structure (only a few sampling intervals in 

width), where the average restored information can never 

exceed that in the image. 

Particular attention is given to developing 

numerical algorithms for efficient use in digital computers. 

A positive or bounded object estimate is found through a 

series of linear matrix solutions, with an example in 

"super-resolving" two impulses separated by half the 

Rayleigh limit. For 2-D problems with stationary imaging, 

a purely iterative algorithm is developed, based on a 

series of Fourier transform operations. For restoring a 

6k x 6'i data array with nonlinear constraints, computation 

time may require only seconds (CDC 6600) as compared with 

hours using direct matrix methods. The iterative transform 
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method is then applied to experimental absorption spectra, 

resulting in considerable resolution enhancement. 

Included are brief discussions of restoring photon 

limited images, multiple stage imaging problems, estimating 

the imaging response, use of a finite object extent, and 

the problem of systematic errors. Finally, possible 

applications of the restoring techniques to a few atypical 

"imaging" problems are briefly examined. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

One particular way we obtain information about some 

unknown object or event is by measuring its spatial 

intensity distribution. Since every optical instrument 

alters this spatial information, we would like to have 

methods that correct for known sources of degradation and 

be limited only by random or unpredictable fluctuations in 

the measurements. Often direct visual interpretation of 

the image data suffices. However, in observations suffer

ing from large but known sources of degradation, useful 

information in the image can be "unscrambled" that other

wise would have little interpretive value to the observer. 

Indeed for infrared, radio, and optical synthetic aperture 

systems, post restoration becomes an integral part of the 

over-all design of an experiment. Whether correcting for 

diffraction effects, aberrations and turbulence, or post-

detection processes, the applications of restoration to 

scientific investigation are numerous. They include solar 

study in the infrared, radio astronomy, infrared spectro

scopy, atmospheric research, electron microscopy, oceano-

graphic measurements, particle scattering experiments, and 

optical measurements of picosecond laser pulses. 
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General Purpose, and Overview 

This study explor s the potential of restoring 

optically degraded images by numerical techniques. Though 

we shall assume a reasonably accurate knowledge of the 

imaging properties, the noise occurring in the detection of 

the image is, at best, known only in a statistical sense. 

The correction for known optical degradation is, therefore, 

ultimately limited by noise. Hence, we shall examine wher

ever possible the general limitations of noise on our 

ability to extract information from the image data. 

To aid in discriminating against noise, we shall 

employ ja priori information about the true image, leading 

to a more accurate and meaningful restoration. From the 

standpoint of accuracy and speed the implementation of ja 

priori information to restoring large image arrays requires 

the use of digital computers. Consequently, one of the 

aims of this study is the development of efficient numerical 

algorithms and techniques to take advantage of existing 

capabilities of digital hardware. Future hardware develop

ments coupled with the iterative algorithms presented in 

later chapters may eventually lead to the real-time 

processing of 2-D images using non-linear constraints. 

Chapter 2 begins with a concise statement of the 

restoration problem followed by a short historical summary 

of those restoring methods that lay the foundation for this 

study. We shall incorporate the salient features of these 



methods into a simple but useful statistical formulation of 

image restoration in the presence of noise. Restoring 

formulas are then derived that estimate the "most probable" 

object and noise, associated with a finite set of discrete 

image data. By defining a spatially continuous £i priori 

probability for the object, the restored estimate is like

wise spatially continuous, providing a statistical basis 

for extrapolating and interpolating object values. For 

noncoherent imaging, where the object can be defined by a 

positive intensity distribution, the use of a continuous 

form of Poisson statistics ensures a positive object 

estimate. Other formulas are derived in Appendix B and can 

be applied to numerous experimental situations including 

signal-dependent noise, bounded object intensities, and 

multiple imaging stages. 

Since much attention has been given to linear 

restoration techniques, Chapter 3 examines the simplest 

case of the linear restoring formulas where the object and 

noise obey uniform, Gaussian statistics. By diagonalizing 

the set of equations for the maximum-likelihood solutions, 

the linear problem can be decoupled into statistically 

independent object and image modes where effects of noise 

are most clearly seen. Here, analytical expressions are 

obtained for the effective number of degrees of freedom and 

expected restored error, which later provide convenient 

criteria for evaluating restoration quality. 



Chapter k presents a collection of interesting 

applications of linear theory. Initially, special 

attention is given to illustrating the limitations by noise 

on extrapolating objects from a finite image region. In 

problems with extended images the discrete Fourier trans

form may be used to arrive at a Wiener restoring filter in 

frequency space, where general error analyses can be more 

simply performed. Specifically, we shall illustrate the 

effects of varying the sampling distance and detection 

slit width on the restoration quality in terms of both 

resolution and expected mean squared error. Other examples 

include brief analyses of correlated noise, coherent 

illumination of a spectrometer entrance slit, and binary 

synthetic apertures. 

In Chapter 5, the numerical solution for a positive 

object is reduced to a series of linear estimates based on 

nonuniform spatial variances. In addition to displaying 

reduced "ringing" for high contrast objects, the linear 

estimates converge to a most probable positive object. An 

example of restoring a binary object is then offered where 

substantial superresolution is observed using five noisy 

image values, spaced at the Shannon sampling interval. 

In the remainder of Chapter 5, particular emphasis 

is given to developing efficient numerical algorithms for 

implementing any of the restoring formulas. Various 

approximations to the imaging kernel (instrument response) 



lead to reduced numerical computations for solving the 

required matrix equations. For 2-D problems, the direct 

matrix solution becomes highly impractical. Consequently, 

we shall develop an algorithm to perform a positive or 

bounded restoration of a 2-D image array through a series 

of fast Fourier transforms. Whereas a direct matrix 

solution involving a 64 x 64 image array would require up 

to 20 to 40 hours of computation, this algorithm can 

potentially reduce the time to the order of minutes or 

less. To illustrate the simplicity of this purely iterative 

approach, experimental data of infrared absorption spectra 

are restored where resolution is considerably improved 

using a bounded object formula. Supplementing this chapter, 

Appendices C, D, and E offer further insights into the 

restoration problem, including discussions of approximating 

the imaging kernel, the stability of the matrix solutions, 

and the constraint of a finite object extent. 

Besides offering some important conclusions, Chapter 

6 discusses limitations in applying the restoring formulas 

to certain types of problems where systematic errors occur 

in calibration, in background, and in estimating the 

imaging kernel. Many aspects of the restoration problem 

require considerably more investigation, and specific areas 

for future research are suggested. In addition, possible 

applications in real-time processing, scattering 



measurements, electron imaging, and autocorrelation 

phenomena are briefly mentioned. 

Regarding Notation 

Devising a consistent and meaningful notation is 

inevitably a cumbersome task when many parameters are 

defined in a single paper. Consequently a few clarifica

tions are appropriate here. Unless otherwise specified, 

the limits of integration are to be assumed infinite. 

With summations, however, once the limits have been 

specified, they do not appear in the remainder of the 

derivation unless clarity warrants their use. Whenever 

confusion may occur, an asterisk signifies the maximum-

likelihood estimate (e.g., A* as opposed to the unknown 

or true values A). Temporary variables that are used as 

intermediate steps of a derivation are often redefined for 

subsequent results, particularly in derivations leading to 

numerical algorithms. Finally, the notation i = 1,N 

signifies i = 1,2,...,N in all derivations and equations. 

A list of symbols and frequently used terms appears in 

Appendix F. 



CHAPTER 2 

A STATISTICAL FORMULATION OF THE 
RESTORATION PROBLEM 

From a finite set of image data, we are to infer a 

more accurate spatial description of an unknown object 

scene o(x). As is the nature of experimental observation, 

the data are not precisely reproducible from measurement 

to measurement. We shall call this unpredictable fluctua

tion noise. The noise n can originate in the object, in the 

formation of an image, and in the detection of that image 

by either photographic or photometric means. However, we 

shall assume that the ideal or noiseless portion s^ of the 

datas is related to the unknown object in a predictable 

fashion. In particular, we shall assume that each ideal 

image point s/* results from some linear superposition of 

object intensities. We wish to find o(x) given 

s . = s . ^ + n . ,  ( 2 . 1 )  
x x x' 

where (see Appendices C and F) 

s.^ = Tk.(x)o(x)dx, i = 1,N. 
X  "  X  '  '  

Many ways have been used to obtain a satisfactory 

solution to Eq. (2.1). Phillips (1962) found an estimate 

for the object by approximating the integral equation with 

an N x N matrix equation. The resulting solution for o(x) 



was constrained through quadrature techniques to be smooth, 

thereby reducing the unwanted effects of noise in the 

restoration. Without smoothing, the solution for o(x) 

became unreasonably jagged, even for low noise values. 

This amplification of noise in the reconstruction process 

is due primarily to the filtering properties of the 

imaging kernel K (Twomey, 1963)• Certain linear combinations 

of intensities that make up o(x) have a lower transmission 

through the imaging integral, thereby making their re

construction more sensitive to noise. We shall investigate 

this property more extensively later. Harris (1964) found, 

by constraining the object to a finite extent, higher 

resolution could be obtained. The use of constraints on 

the object was continued by Jansson, Hunt, and Plyler 

(1968). Here only a bounded solution for o(x) was 

accepted, where o(x) represented an unknown absorption 

spectral distribution. The results showed a considerable 

improvement over unconstrained solutions in terms of 

accuracy and resolution. As with Phillips' and Twomey's 

work, smoothing procedures were required to remove un

wanted jaggedness from the solution. A method that has 

built-in smoothing and yet maintains a positive estimate 

for the object was devised by Biraud (1969)• By repre

senting the object by a squared Fourier series, he 

guaranteed positive solutions. In addition, smoothness 

is ensured by eliminating those higher frequencies in the 



Fourier expansion that did not substantially improve the 

correlation between the ideal image and the noisy data. 

Though the solution for the best set of Fourier co

efficients is inherently nonlinear, the related difficul

ties are more than offset by the consistency and smoothness 

of the results. Combining many of these features, Frieden 

(1971) developed a restoration scheme that finds the 

maximum entropy object and noise, satisfying Eq. (2.1). In 

particular, he sought that object and noise that could be 

formed in the greatest number of ways. The resulting 

solutions defined only positive values for o(x) and the 

n^ as seen by the equations 

o(x) = exp[- 1 - E\^K^(x)] (2.2) 
i 

n^ = exp[- 1 - i = 1,N. 

Here a nonlinear procedure is used to find a unique 

solution for the X's such that Eq. (2.1) is satisfied. 

The most significant conclusion from this brief summary is 

that in Jansson's, Biraud's, and Frieden's techniques, 

high resolution results through the use of positive and 

bounded constraints, an enhancement that may extend the 

restored object spectrum to well beyond the passband of 

the optical system. 

We shall now incorporate the salient features of 

these techniques into a general statistical approach to 
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linear and nonlinear restorations. This development is a 

generalization of Frieden's maximum entropy derivations, 

permitting the presence of a wide variety of experimental 

situations, e.g., signal-dependent and independent noise 

sources and multistage imaging with intermediate noise 

injection. The basic departure from Frieden's methods lies 

in the use of the expected means and fluctuations of the 

object and noise. An attempt is made to maximize the use 

of all relevant a priori information while maintaining the 

inherent simplicity of the basic approach. 

We begin by stating the maximum-likelihood prin

ciple in terms of general a priori probabilities describing 

the object and noise. These probabilities are then reduced 

to a few basic forms through the use of a simple random 

particle model (O'Neill, 1963)' So as not to dilute the 

salient features of the formalism, only the simplest cases 

of the linear and nonlinear solutions are derived here in 

detail. This includes a 1-D description of the object 

although all results apply equally well to 2-D and even 

3-D restoration problems. Other formulas appear in Table 1 

at the end of this chapter and are derived in Appendix B. 

Maximum-Likelihood Solution 

We may describe all stages of image formation from 

the object to the data as a random process, defined only 

in a statistical sense. To simplify the analysis, we shall 
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assume a knowledge of the functional dependence of an ideal 

image on a known object. Consequently, we need only assign 

a probability P(o,n|s) to each combination of object and 

noise values that satisfies Eq. (2.1), given a set of 

measured data. This probability should reflect our a_ 

priori information as to the statistical behavior of the 

noise and the class of objects under observation. In 

particular, we seek that solution {o*,n*} such that 

P(o*,n*Is^) = maximum. 

Though the noise may be statistically correlated with the 

ideal image signal s^, we shall assume that there is no . 

explicit interdependence between the object under observa

tion and the particular noise values that enter the measure

ments. With the probabilities separated, the maximum-

likelihood statement can be rewritten as 

P(o*) . P(n*ls^) = maximum. (2.3) 

Here, the explicit dependence of the data on the object 

and noise is expressed by Eq. (2.1), which acts as a set 

of constraints on the solution to Eq. (2.3) • Although 

defining a solution among an infinite number of possi

bilities, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3) represent a formidable 

problem. For a continuous description o(x), the probability 

P(o) becomes infinitely dimensioned, one for each position 

x in the object domain. Assuming that these general 

probabilities have been defined, the search for the best 
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solution becomes a computational nightmare. Therefore, we 

want to reduce this problem to one having a minimum number 

of unknown parameters yet incorporating the known properties 

of the object and noise. 

To define a solution analytically, we merely find 

differentiable and unimodal probabilities, whereby the 

maximum-likelihood solutions may be obtained by the 

conditions 

dP(o) „ , dP(nls°) ~ „ •3—7—r = 0 and -= = 0, for all x and x. 
do(x) dn^ ' 

We shall find it more useful to work with log probabilities 

of the form E — -InP, which results in an equivalent state

ment of the maximum-likelihood principle. 

dE(o) _ 
do (y) 

(2.4) 

dE(n I s^) 
-7 = 0, for all x and i. 
dn. ' 

x 

With Eqs. (2.l) and (2.4) we now have a basic framework 

upon which all further developments are based. 

Random Particle Model 

To achieve simple but useful probabilities to be 

used in Eqs. (2.4), we appeal to a model that represents 

the object and noise by random particles. As illustrated 

in Fig. 1, the object is depicted by a spatial distribution 

of particles in which the intensity o(x) is proportional to 
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o(.v) 

ccll /-1, /. /+1. 

Fig. 1. Particle model for o(x) 

the local particle density. Initially we may divide the 

object into cells of equal volume with q^ representing the 

number of particles in the jib cell. Let us assume that we 

have a total of particles at our disposal, a portion of 

which, Q, are randomly distributed in the object, We 

determine over many random trials an average distribution 

ql' q2' ***' ̂ rom which we can assign the probability a^ 

for a single particle appearing in the ill! cell as 

ai = W 

Assuming the particles to be distinguishable, the 

probability that, in any given trial, we find q^ particles 

in cell 1, q^ in cell 2, etc., is given by (Papoulis, 

1965) 

P ( ql'q2' 
• • • 



where 

A - 3^ + • • • 

Q = q.]̂  + q2 + ... 

Here all combinations of QQ particles, yielding the same 

number distribution, have been accounted for in the 

factorial expressions. 

In this development we shall not attempt to place 

any constraints or limitations on the total number of 

accessible particles . This in effect says that, on the 

basis of the data, we are unable to specify a precise 

value for, nor an upper bound to, the total integrated 

object intensity. Consequently, QQ is assumed to be very 

large compared to Q. Furthermore, we desire a continuous 

formula for use in Eq. (2.4). By applying Stirling's 

approximation to factorials and letting QQ—«>, we obtain 

the following for the log probability (see Appendix B for 

details) 
f 

E(q q ...) = Eq.ln(q./eq.) + constant (2.5) 
X  «  •  X  X X  

X  

Some interesting consequences arise from the above 

result. The random particle model yields independent 

spatial statistics for the object scene which are defined 

solely by the local cell mean q^. This property allows 

us to either shrink or expand the cell size arbitrarily 

by defining an appropriate mean. Furthermore, this model 

provides the basis for Frieden's maximum entropy approach. 
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By constraining Q = qQ and setting all cell means equal to 

a constant, we obtain 

E(q_ ,q0 , . . . ) = Eq.ln q. + constant 
x w • x x 

x 

where 

? *i = Q0 
x 

Here the log probability becomes the sum of the entropies 

for each cell. 

In characterizing the object by Eq. (2.5), we need 

to assign a unit of intensity to each particle. This 

conversion factor, which we call a, is far from arbitrary. 

The significance of a can be seen by examining the log 

probability for a single cell 

E = q In (q/eq). 

Left unconstrained, the mean (q) is defined by the 

condition dE/dq =0, which yields the expected result 

dE/dq = 1 + In ((q)/eq) = 0 

<q> = q . 

With the expected fluctuation 6q defined as (see Appendix 

B) r 0 _ -1 

6q2 = - [0] , 
q=q 

we obtain 
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Thus the log probabilities derived by our model have the 

property that the uncertainty in q is proportional to the 

2 mean value q. With a mean o and fluctuation 60 for the 

object intensity in a given cell, the conversion factor 

(X is found explicitly by satisfying the above relations 

_ 2 for q and 6q • Defining q = o/a, we obtain 

q = o/a 6q^ = q 60^/d^ 

o M 
. *. a = 60 /o. (2.6) 

With the above results we can inject both the object mean 

and the fluctuation into the particle model in a consistent 

manner. Hence, for the ju> object cell the corresponding 

log probability becomes 

E. = o ./<X In o./eo., 
3 3 3 3 

To arrive at a probability that is spatially con

tinuous in x, we divide the object into cells of in

finitesimal widths dx. With o(x) as the mean object dist

ribution, we obtain 

E(o) = J dE, (2.7) 

where 

dE = o(x)/a ln[o(x)/eo(x)]dx 

Here we merely replace the summation in Eq. (2.5) by in 

integral operator. We have now arrived at a log proba

bility expression for a continuous object, which is 

differentiable and unimodal and which contains only a few 
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relevant statistical parameters, a and o(x). As seen by 

Eq. (2.7), only positive values for o(x) define real 

values of dE. We shall see that this property will ensure 

a positive restoring formula. 

Noise Description 

Though derived for a spatial distribution, the log 

probability in Eq. (2.5) can be applied equally well to 

time sequences describing, for example, the detection of 

an image by photometric scanning. The application of Eq. 

(2.5) to a general noise analysis of detection is con

sidered in Appendix B (results are summarized in Table l). 

For now, we shall limit our discussion to sources of noise 

that are signal-dependent, e.g., where the probability may 

be written as 

P(nIs°) = P(n) 

Since in practice this type of noise arises from fluctua

tions in a background signal, the log probability E(n) 

could be expressed directly by Eq. (2.5), where q^ repre

sents the number of background quanta present during the 

ite measurement. This procedure is entirely consistent with 

a noise description based on Poisson statistics (Papoulis, 

1965)* However, as is the usual practice, we shall assume 

that the image signal is chopped, thereby removing the dc 

component of the background. Consequently, the noise 

values may go negative and the direct use of Eq. (2.5) is 



no longer applicable. However, by assuming that the 

2 fluctuations fin are small compared to the dc value, we 

obtain the quadratic approximation 

N 2 
E(n) = £ n± /20. (2.8) 

i=l 

This procedure, carried out in detail in Appendix A, is 

similar to approximating a Poisson distribution by a 

Gaussian in the limit of large numbers. Here |3 is defined 

as the expected fluctuation of the noise about a zero mean. 

It can be either measured directly or estimated from the 

expected background level. In any event, one should not 

become overly concerned with obtaining precise values for 

both a and P, for we shall soon find that only the ratio 

<x/(3 enters the restoration formulas. 

The Object and Noise Solutions 

To express Eqs. (2.1) and (2.^) as a single 

differentiable function, we make use of the method of un

determined Lagrangian multipliers in a procedure that is 

analogous to finding the equilibrium of a thermodynamic 

system with constraints (Reif, 1963) • By defining W as 

N o 
W = -In P(o,n) + £ \.(s. + n. - s.) (2.9) 

. i i i i i=l 

we obtain, for the maximum-likelihood solutions, the 

extremum conditions 
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dW _ dW _ _dW _ 
do(x) dn. d\. ' 

x x 

for i = 1,N and for all x. 

With our definition of the log probability and the 

separability of the object and noise statistics, we have 

-In P(o,n) = E(o) + E(n). 

Substitution of Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) into Eq. (2.9) leads 

to 

l/a In o(x)/o(x) + ZX^Cds.®/do(x)] = 0 
• J J 
3 

nu/0 + Xi = 0, i = 1,N 

0 ̂  s. + n. = s. 
x xx 

Further substitution of the imaging integral for s® results 

in the maximum-likelihood equations for o(x) and {n^} 

fK.(x)o(x) + n. = s., i = 1,N (2.10) j x x x' ' 

where 

o(x) = o(x) exp [cx/p E n.K .(x)| . 
3=1 J 

J J 
We have now reduced our problem to N equations in N un

knowns and yet have defined a positive solution for o(x) 

for all x. 

From the standpoint of their analytical properties 

and numerical solution, the consequences of Eq. (2.10) are 

numerous. For now, we shall examine only briefly some of 
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the more salient features. As is immediately apparent from 

Eq. (2.10), the solutions for the object and noise are 

closely interdependent, where the latter values represent 

the coefficients in a nonlinear expansion for the object. 

Furthermore, the imaging kernel provides a set of N 

functions {K^(x), i = 1,N] that allow a continuous descrip

tion of the object. Similarly, if we pass the object 

solution through an imaging integral of the form 

s^(x) = Jk(x,x)o(x)dx, 

then a continuous image signal s^(x) is defined for all x 

in the image domain. Since, in a typical imaging experi

ment, the data {s^} are obtained at N discrete image 

locations {x^, i = 1,N}, the solutions provide an inter

polation and extrapolation of the image that is also most 

likely in terms of our statistical model. The ratio oc/|3 

(similar to the signal-to-noise definition used in 

electrical engineering) provides an amplification param

eter for the noise coefficients in the object expansion 

and plays an important role in the numerical solution. 

If the imaging kernel K is stationary (Appendix C), 

an approximation that is used extensively in subsequent 

chapters, then the imaging integral becomes 

s^(x) = Jk(x-x)o(x)dx 

whereupon the solution for o(x) may be written in terms of 

displaced impulse responses 
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>(x) = o(x) exp |̂ a/(Bi: nJk(x-x̂ )̂  

Here we see that, besides the noise coefficients {n^], 

only two singly-dimensioned functions o(x) and k(x) , are 

required to define o(x). 

Linear Approximations for Low Contrast 
Object Scenes 

If the object is of low contrast 

|6o| « o(x), for all x 

then we may make the same quadratic approximation for E(o) 

as was done for E(n) in Eq. (2.8). With the details 

carried out in Appendix A, the differential log probability 

dE in Eq. (2.7) becomes 

dE = o^(x)/20Co(x) , 

resulting in the low contrast object solution 

r n 

1 + 2 n.l 
L i=l 1 

o(x) = o(x) 1+2 n.K.(x) 
i  x  

(2.11) 

The solution for the {n^}, though linear, belongs to a 

class of nonstationary matrix equations due to the non

uniform weighting of o(x) and a nonstationary kernel K_^(x) . 

If, however, o(x) = constant and K.(x) = k(x-x.), then we •> •> l i 1 

arrive at the following form for o(x): 

o(x) = o £l + a/0£n Jc(x-x^)J • (2.12) 
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Here, the solution for o(x) involves a stationary matrix 

equation that, in the limit of continuous sampling over all 

x, resembles et Wiener filter operation using conventional 

Fourier transform techniques. The solutions to and 

properties of Eqs. (2.1l) and (2.12) are discussed in the 

next two chapters. 

Explanation of Table 1 

Table 1 presents various restoration formulas for 

low-contrast, positive, and bounded object scenes in which 

the data may contain additive and signal-dependent noise 

contributions. All formulas are derived in detail in 

Appendix B using the random particle model and the maximum-

likelihood principle. 

The formulas assume a single-stage imaging experi

ment in which the dc components of the radiation back

ground B and the additive noise background n have been 

removed from the data either numerically or experimentally. 

Here, the background n may arise in the detection hard

ware, including photographic fog, or in post-detection 

processes. The parameters |3 and (B_ describe, respectively, 
X Ct 

the expected fluctuations of the signal-dependent and 

additive noise contributions. Noise that is spatially or 

temporally correlated is handled as a specific case of 

multistage imaging and is discussed at the end of Appendix 

B. 



Table 1. Restoration Formulas 

Object o(x) 

Low Contrast 

o(x) = o(x)[l + p1 S X.K.(x)] 1 xx 

Positive (o(x) > 0] 

o(x) = G(x) w(x) = o(x) 

Bounded [0 < o(x) < 1} 

o(x) = l/[G(x) + 1] w(x) = 1 - o(x)]/o(x) 

where G(x) = w(x)exp[p^ Z \^K^(x)], = a/(B^ 

Noise n. 
x 

Detection and Additive 

n. = n(A.. + l) ̂  + \.(B + s.^) 
xx xx 

where p2 = ^2/^± 

Detection Only ((3^ = 

n. = \.(B + s.^) 
xx x 

Additive Only (Large B) 

n. = (3.. k . 
x K1 x 

Constraints 

Data 

Imaging 

= jK^(x)o(x)dx 

where i = 1, N 



CHAPTER 3 

ORTHOGONAL IMAGING MODES 

Our ability to extract information during the 

restoration process is limited ultimately by the presence 

of noise, whether present in the experimental observations 

or subsequently generated in the numerical solutions. In 

this chapter, we concentrate on the simplest class of 

linear solutions, where the effects of noise on the resto

ration are most easily seen. We shall initially diagon-

al'xze the imaging problem into independent modes whereby 

the effects of noise on each mode can be studied individ

ually. Later, the application of the Wiener filter and 

basic concepts of information theory will result in some 

useful formulas to estimate the restoration error and 

information content. 

Direct Matrix Solution 

The simplest yet nontrivial class of maximum-

likelihood solutions is represented by Eq. (2.12), where 

the £i priori mean o(x) is assumed constant over the 

entire object domain (» < x < ea). To keep the noise 

solutions separate, we retain the use of undetermined 

coefficients X in the object expansion. By redefining the 

object o(x) as the fluctuations about the constant mean 

2 k  
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value o, the restoring formulas in Eq. (2.12) become 

N 
o(x) = EXJ£^(x) 

(3 .1) 

ni = P^i' i = 1,N and p = a/p 

where the coefficients {X.^} are found through the con

straints 

0 s . = s. + n. 
xx x 

(3»2) 

s/* = J*K_ (x)o(x)dx. 

The parameter p appearing in Eq. (3«l) is simply defined 

as the ratio of object to noise variances and represents 

the only priori knowledge we shall need in this problem. 

Substitution of o(x) and £n^] into Eq. (3*2) 

results in 

N 
£c. \ + pX = s., i = 1 ,N (3 - 3) 
j j j 

where the matrix elements of are defined by the integrals 

c.. = fK.(x)K.(x)dx. (3.4) 
3-J 1 J 

Hence, for N sampled data, we obtain a matrix equation in 

N unknowns Here, the matrix is symmetric and 

positive-definite, a consequence of the quadratic form 

of Eq. (3*4). 

The final solution may be expressed as 
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X = (C + p)_1S (3.5) 
<«v* ^ yvvi /wn 

where the column vectors X and S are defined by the arrays AW ^ 

{X.l and {s.}, respectively. Here p represents the 
x 1 

constant diagonal matrix 

! • *  - ( \ )  

For a discussion of positive-definite matrix equations and 

their inverse, see Appendix C. 

Unfortunately, the direct matrix solution in Eq. 

(3«5) tells us little about the sensitivity of the restored 

object to noise. By a proper rotation of the N-dimensional 

reference frame, it is possible to decouple the entire 

imaging problem, as depicted by Eq. (3.1), into N in

dependent imaging modes, each with its own statistical and 

analytic properties. In this manner, we can simply deter

mine the sensitivity of each mode to noise, using only 

priori information. 

Orthogonal Imaging Modes 

The matrix notation introduced in Eq. (3«5) is 

particularly useful as we visualize a column vector as a 

spatial array of discrete sampled values. Thus, the 

coefficients X. noise N, ideal image and data S are 

finite arrays, where the iib location represents the itb 
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sampling point (x = x^). Though the object o(x) defines a 

continuous distribution, it can be visualized as an array 

of kernels {K_^(x)}, each centered on a sampling point x^ 

with a magnitude . In effect, the object is formed by 

an "imaging" of the discrete array 

In this framework, we shall denote the set of 

imaging kernels by a vector K(x) defined as 

Hence, the object in Eq. (3«l) can be described as the dot 

product, 

T 
where X is the transpose of X. With this notation we can A*\ AW 

represent the matrix C, defined in Eq. (3*^), as 

Until now, we have defined all vectors in terms of 

the direct sampling coordinates, which are represented as 

the columns of the identity matrix 

Kx(x) 

K2(x) 

K(x) 

o(x) = X^K(x) 

C = PK(x)KT(x)dx. 
A *  
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Thus any transformation IJ of these coordinates yields a 

new set of base vectors defined by the columns of U itself. 

To retain the orthogonality and normalization of the 

original sampling coordinates, we require that the new base 

vectors U fulfill the orthonorinal condition 

T T u u = inr = i 

. *. uT = u"1. (3.6) 

By "imaging" each column vector, a new set of 

object functions K(x) are generated, which are represented 

as 

K(x) = UTK(x). 

For the functions K(x) to be orthogonal, we require 

JjttxjS^x) dx = ji ( 3 • 7) 

where 

'̂ l 0\ 

^2 

J f c  *  

, 0  

which, in terms of the imaging kernels, becomes 

f UTK ( x ) KT ( x ) Udx = 11. V y»v\ m\ aw /£v\ 

Upon substitution of Eq. (3*'i), we arrive at the matrix 

equation 

uT&<L= V- (3*8) 
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With the orthogonality conditions in Eq. (3*6), Eq, (3*8) 

represents the classical eigenvalue problem (Jackson, 1962) 

from which we obtain a solution for the required transfor

mation tJ and the corresponding eigenvalues p,. Since |i 

defines the norms of the orthogonal object functions j£(x) , 

it is necessarily positive-definite. 

The object remains invariant under an orthogonal 

transformation from the original to new coordinates, which 

can be seen in the operations 

o(x) = XTK(x) = \TUUTK(x) = XTK(x). /¥« AW A-**/** /VW /yVJ AW 

Furthermore, the ideal image becomes 

3° = UTS° = f UTK (x) o (x) dx A** AV* /Wk «J /Wi AM 

= XTI(x)Ŝ (x)dx 

1° -j£ 

and we arrive at an important result. The imaging of each 

orthogonal component of the object defines a corresponding 

orthogonal component of the image, thus decoupling the 

imaging problem into N independent modes. Since the co

ordinates of S^ are identical to those of X (i.e., the 

column vectors of V), the transmission properties of the 

imaging are now described by the eigenvalues jj, . 

In other words, two successive imagings of the i^ 

column vector of U yields an identical vector, except 
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scaled by a factor of ji,^ • This is simply another way of 

stating the eigenvalue problem in Eq. (3*8). 

We can now express the maximum-likelihood Eqs. 

(3*l) and (3«2) in the diagonalized reference frame as 

. . r>j RW . . 
o.(x) = \.K.(x) 

x  1 1  

~ 0 , si = ̂  

~ 0 s. = s . + n. 
xx x 

i = 1,N (3.9) 

Upon substitution of n^ and s\^ into the last equation, we 

immediately arrive at a solution for , 

x± = + p). (3.10) 

Here, the parameter p (which is proportional to the noise 

variance) is seen to act as a noise bias, weighting against 

those components of ̂  with small associated eigenvalues. 

This property will be examined in detail in the following 

sections. 

Statistical Degrees of Freedom 

An important property of the diagonalized reference 

frame is that it preserves the original orthogonality of 

the object and noise statistics. We can show this most 

clearly by expanding an arbitrary object o(x) in terms of 

the orthogonal set K(x) 
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o(x) = £TI(x) 

where the coefficients 0^ are obtained through the orthog

onality condition expressed in Eq. (3«7), 

0 = jx 1  J  f t T(x)o(x)dx 

For the linear solutions in Eq. (3»l), we assumed un-

correlated Gaussian statistics for the object with a 

variance (X and a mean of zero, 

oTxT = 0 

o(x)o(x) = oc6 (x-x) 

whereby the means and correlation matrix of the coefficients 

() are easily obtained, 

~~ -1 IVT, 0 = u, fg: (x)oTxTdx = 0 

es1 = ix"Vx rrK:1(x)s:(x)o(x)o(x)dxdx 

-1 
= aJi 

Hence the object parameters 6[ are uncorrelated with 

variances inversely proportional to the norms of Jt(x). 

Similarly, for uncorrelated noise statistics with 

zero means and a variance of (3 

N = 0 

NNT = B 1 

we obtain 
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®f = UTN = O 
/»VV /W* 

MT = UTNNTU = (B 1 

From the above results, we see that each component of the 

imaging process not only represents a spatially orthogonal 

mode but also defines a statistically independent event. 

Consequently we shall refer to these modes as statistical 

degrees of freedom (Toraldo di Francia, 1955)• For a 

problem with N sampled data, there are N degrees of freedom. 

Statistical Filtering 

The concepts of object, image, and noise powers are 

extremely useful for describing the imaging process as a 

statistical filter. We denote the ill) object mode as 

o^(x) = o JtC^(x) , 

where the integrated power for this mode becomes 

Fo.2(x)dx = o.2 f &.2(x)dx 
J x i J i 

(3.11) 

=  =  a -

For a normalized reference frame, the image power is 

Q g 
synonymous to the variance (s^ ) and is expressed by 

/~ 0\2 2~ 2 
(si ) = ^i °i = H*' 

Here we see clearly the filtering properties of the 

imaging, where the object powers (in our case equal to £X 
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in each degree of freedom) have a transmittance through 

the imaging process. 

As with the image powers, the noise power and 

variance are equivalent 

~ 2 Q n-i = P, 

whereby we may express the priori data power as simply 

the sum of the image and noise contributions (additive 

noise assumed) 

~ 2 n s . = a.oc + p. 
i <x r 

In subsequent analysis, we shall find in more con

venient to normalize the a^ px-iori object power cx in each 

degree of freedom to 1. In this manner, we can express the 

noise power as simply (3 = p. Summarizing the above results 

with a = 1, we have 

Jo^ (x)dx = 1 

(s.V = \l± (3*12) 

~ 2 - p n. K 
x 

Z~2 
si = P± + P' 

The Effective Number of Degrees 
of Freedom 

If we assumed no noise in the data (e.g., is = f>P) , 

the restoration of the object coefficients would simply 
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become 

o± = i = 1,N. 

From this result, it would appear that by indefinitely 

increasing the number N of sampled data, we should be able 

to restore the object perfectly (for bandpass imaging, 

see Appendix D) . However, as 0, any noise in s_^ is 

highly amplified in the restored object value o^. The 

role of p in Eq. (3«10) is to weight against those degrees 

of freedom where the noise predominates (i.e., p > |i) • To 

define this property more explicitly, we shall develop 

expressions for the expected restored powers for the 

object and noise in each degree of freedom. 

From the formula for \ in Eq. (3«10), we obtain 

, 2 2 j/ \ 2 \± = si /(̂ u + p) , 

which from Eq. (3«ll) becomes 

xi2 = lAp- + p) • 

Upon substitution of the above in Eq. (3*9), the 

restored powers for the object, image, and noise become 

°i = î2 = î/(̂ i + P) 

K = Ĥ i2 = î2/(̂ i + P> (3*13) 

N± = P2^2 = p2/(^± + p) 
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and are summarized below for various limits of jju 

» P HI = P « P 

. 
X I 1/2 0 

i HI 0 

r. 
i 0 p/2 P 

Hence, the effect of p is to provide a transition 

value ji ~ p, above which the power is concentrated in the 

object estimates and below which the power is absorbed by 

the noise estimates. From these considerations, we could 

define an effective number of degrees of freedom N^. in the 

restored object as the number of eigenvalues that lie above 

p (i.e., > p). However, we shall now develop 

a more concise definition for N^. that does not require an 

explicit knowledge of [j,. 

Our ability to extract information from the noisy 

data can be measured in part by the ratio of the restored 

object power to the ex priori object power in each degree 

of freedom. Since the c* priori object powers are 

normalized to 1, these ratios are already defined by the 

values 0^ in Eq. (3*12). With the eigenvalues ordered in 

decreasing magnitudes, we can express the following 
a 

properties for 0. 
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o < o. < 1 
i — 

A 

> 0 
N 

again illustrating the limitations by noise on restoring 

the higher object modes. These properties are schematically 

illustrated in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Effective number of degrees of freedom. 

Here we have constructed a rectangle whose area is 

identical to that under the curve for 0. and therefore 
x 

represents an equivalent number of perfectly restored 

object modes. Hence, we define 

N* 
Nf = SOi* (3-14 

i 

Since the object modes are statistically orthogonal, their 

powers are additive and we may express N^. in terms of the 

N 

A 
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total restored object power 

N̂ . = Jo (x)dx. 

N̂ . may be obtained directly in the original 

reference frame, thereby eliminating the need for diagon-

alization. This direct calculation is made possible through 

the theorem that under an orthogonal transformation, the 

trace of a matric remains invariant (Jackson, l$6z) where 

the trace is defined by 

N 

TrA = S a.. where A = fa..1 ' w am 11 ... <• 1 t j xi /*« "• zj 

With Eqs . (3.13) and (3 -14), we may express Nf as 

Nf = + 

which, through the invariance of the trace, is equivalent 

to 

N_ = Tr{C(C + p)"1} I w AVS ^ •> 

In either formulation, N^. is solely a function of the 

imaging kernel K(x) and the ei priori value for p and 

therefore serves as a useful parameter for evaluating the 

restoration capability of different experimental procedures. 

Expected Restoration Error and 
the Wiener Filter 

Let the total mean squared departure of an estimate 

o*(x) of the true object o(x) be expressed as 
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e = J'lo(x) - o*(x)|2dx 

Since the estimate of the true object can be made only in 

the N object modes, we shall redefine e as 

x 
e = E<f|oi(x) - oi*(x)|2dx 

which from Eq. (3»ll) becomes 

N 

« MSi - V2-
x=l 

At this point we can define a solution for the 

estimates 0* such that the total mean square error is a 
AV\ 

minimum. This problem can be approached through the use 

of the Wiener filter (Buck and Gustincic, 1967) where the 

object coefficients are estimated by applying an optimum 

/V 

linear filter Y = £y^} directly to the data o^* = y^s£* 

such that 
 ̂ /*w  ̂

e = £u.(o. -y.s.) = minimum. (3»15) 
r0 J J 3 

As has been previously employed, the minimum is 

found through the extremum conditions 

de/dyi =0, i = 1,N 

leading to the following equations for Y 

f ofV± " V±yj3 = °- 1 = 1'N" 

Since the modes are statistically orthogonal, the solution 

becomes simply 
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y. = o.s./s.2 (3.16) Jx x x x 

With the above substituted into Eq. (3»15), we obtain the 

expected error as 

f~ 2 ~ ~ 2 /~ 2t e = EU.{o. - o.s. /s. J. 
. rxL x x x x J 
x 

For signal-independent noise (o\n^ = 0) and with 

Eqs. (3«9) and (3.H), we arrived at the following expres

sions for the optimum filter Y and the mean square error e 

y± = lAf-U + p) 

e = E 1 - [{̂ /(̂  + p) ] 
i 

whereby the estimates 0* become 

/v rv . . . 
°i = Yisi = + P>, 1 = 1,N« 

Hence, the Wiener filter solutions are identical to those 

obtained with the maximum-likelihood principle. This is 

no mere coincidence since the two approaches are entirely 

equivalent for Gaussian statistics. However, we have now 

shown explicitly that the linear solutions in Eq. (3•9) do 

indeed minimize the mean square restoration error. 

Furthermore, as seen from above, the error in each object 

mode is simply the a^ priori power (normalized to l) minus 
A 

the restored power 0^, 

N 
e = S 1 - 0i = N - Nf. (3.17) 

x 



Hence, by minimizing e we automatically maximize the total 

restored power (synonymous with the equivalent number of 

degrees of freedom N^.) . This result further justifies the 

use of as a restoration quality criterion in the next 

chapter. 

Information Theory and Distinguishable 
Image States 

Since Shannon (19^8) first introduced information 

theory to electrical filter theory, a number of authors 

have applied the concepts to the image formation problem. 

One of the earlier contributions was made by Felgett and 

Linfoot (1954), who introduced the idea of distinguishable 

image states. Our development, as in Felgett and Linfoot"s, 

is more or less intuitive and is not based on a rigorous 

treatment of information theory. 

Without noise, the information in the image ̂  is 

identical to that of the object 0. That is we are able to 

reconstruct the coefficients 0 perfectly with the formula YW\ 

rJ _ 1 r̂ O 
o = a s", 

in which case, the imaging is entirely reversible. However 

with noise, our ability to define the image signal in 

the noisy data is reduced. At best we can merely attach 

probabilities that a given image signal is present. 

Through the linear transformation above we see that 

~0 
probabilities for S define corresponding probabilities 
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for 0. Thus the statistical description of the imaging 

process is always reversible. 

According to Shannon (19^8), we may define the 

entropy H of the noisy signal S in the iu> degree of freedom <AVV 

as 

H(s^) = 1/2 In e 2 + constant 

with a corresponding noise entropy 

H(n^) = 1/2 In n^2 + constant. 

Here we see that the entropies are directly related to the 

a^ priori powers. The trans-information 1^ (which we refei-

to simply as information) is a measure of our ability to 

<v Q fv 
extract the image signal s^ from the data s^ and xs 

defined (for additive noise) as 

I. = H(s.) - H(n.) 
X X X ' 

which becomes, with the substitution of the entropy expres

sions , 

3^ = 1/2 In [(s\°)2 + n±2!]/ni2. 

As is seen from the above expression, the information 

decreases with an increasing noise power. 

Since the imaging modes are statistically orthog

onal, the total information I becomes simply the sum of the 

information in the N modes. Furthermore I remains invariant 
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under an orthogonal transformation of the coordinates and 

therefore defines the total information in the undiagon-

alized reference frame. Substitution of Eqs. (3»13) into 

the above expression yields 

I = E I. 
x  

I i  = 1 /2  In  (p , i  + p ) /p .  (3 -18 )  

For Gaussian statistics, the information I. is '  x  

identical with the channel capacity (l/2 In Q^) as defined 

by Shannon, where can be interpreted as the number of 

distinguishable (and therefore retrievable) states of the 

images s^ in the noisy data s^. From Eq. (3.18) 

becomes 

Qi = (^i + 

If instead we had defined Q. as the ratio of the data x  

signal to the restored noise 

./v 
Q. = s./n.* 

x  x  x  

we would obtain the same result, upon substitution of 

Eqs. (3»9) • Thus we see that the linear solutions from the 

maximum-likelihood principle (and Wiener filter) are so 

defined that for each mode the ratio of the noisy signal 

to the restored noise is constant and equal to the number 

of distinguishable states. 

I 
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We may now write the total number of distinguishable 

states Q for the N image modes as 

N N N 
Q = I I  Q. = I I  (u. + p)/p = l/p DET(u + p) (3.19) 

• X . ' X yi** 
X X 

Since the determinant of a matrix is preserved under 

orthogonal transformation (Jackson, 1962), Q, may be 

determined directly in the undiagonalized frame, 

Q = (l/pN) DET(C + p) 



CHAPTER 4 

APPLICATION OF LINEAR THEORY 

In the first half of this chapter, we investigate 

some of the properties associated with the exact matrix 

solutions for the restored object. Here we find that 

extrapolation of object values, though possible, is con

fined to the immediate vicinity of the processed image, 

even for low noise levels. Both the diffraction-limited and 

Gaussian kernels are considered, where (for moderate noise 

levels) sampling finer than the Shannon interval results in 

little improvement in the restoration quality. 

In the second half of this chapter, the discrete 

Fourier transform is applied to the linear solutions, 

which considerably simplifies the eigenvalue analysis• 

Here, the difficulties in undersampling a strictly band-

limited image lead to a modification of the Wiener filter 

used in Fourier processing. These methods are then applied 

to determining the optimum sampling rate for diffraction-

limited imaging, where substantial undersampling is per

missible at higher noise levels. Closely related is 

finding an optimum slit width to be used either in the 

direct photoelectric scanning of the image or in sub

sequent photographic densitometry. A similar approach is 

kk 



then used to determine the optimum entrance slit width of 

a spectrometer, assuming coherent illumination. The effect 

of correlated image noise on the restoring capability is 

then briefly examined and illustrated for the case of an 

exponential noise filter. As a last example, the restora

tion criteria are applied to determining the optimum 

separation of a binary slit pupil to illustrate the close 

interdependence between the design of synthetic apertures 

and post-processing considerations. 

Ob.ject Extrapolation and Restoration 

One of the interesting features of the maximum-

likelihood solutions is their ability to extrapolate the 

object beyond the sampled image. As seen by the object 

solution 

o* (x) = XTK(X), /W\ A** ~ 

o*(x) is defined everywhere by the imaging kernel itself. 

Of particular interest are kernels that have the following 

characteristics: 

Stationary: K(x) = {k(x-x^), k(x-xg), •••, k(x-x^)} 

Bandlimited: T(V)  = 0 ,  | v |  > Q  

where the kernel spectrum T(V) is defined by the Fourier 

transform as 

T(V> = Jk(x) exp( - i2jivx)dx, i= V-l • (4.1) 



Such kernels are of infinite extent and are therefore 

capable of unlimited extrapolation of the object. Since 

most kernels describing instrument responses have most of 

their energy concentrated in a relatively narrow spatial 

region, image contributions come primarily from object 

intensities in the vicinity of R. Hence our ability to 

restore the higher (extrapolating) object modes quickly 

deteriorates with any noise present in the data. 

To examine this pi-ocess more closely, we shall find 

it useful to introduce an expression for the restored 

power density o(x) 

o(x) = | o*(x)|2, 

whose integral over all x is equal to the effective number 

of degrees of freedom N assuming ji priori object power 

normalized to 1, 

N_ = fo(x)dx = £0.. 
f J .i i 

With Eq. (3.8), we may express o(x) in terms of 

the orthogonal imaging functions as 

o(x) = Eoi2(x) = EKi2(x)/(p<i + p). (4.2) 
i i 

The invariance of scalar quantities under orthogonal trans

formation results in a similar expression in the undiag-

onalized frame in terms of the imaging kernel and the 

matrix C 
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o (x) = (x)(C + p) "4c ( x ) . 
AW <*V» 

To illustrate the limitations on object extrapola-

2 tion, we choose a simple example using the sine kernel, 

defined as 

k(x) = sinc^(x) = [sin(Ttx)/(7lx) (4.3) 

which describes the imaging by a diffraction-limited pupil 

bandlimited to frequencies |v| <1. By Eq. (3«3) the matrix 

2 £ becomes simply the discrete autocorrelation of the sine 

kernel 

c. . = d. . = fsinc^(x-x.)sinc^(x-x.)dx. 
i j  J - i  J  x  j  

From the orthogonal transformation U which diagonalizes C^, 

we obtain a set of orthogonal object functions K. and 

corresponding eigenvalues jj, depicted in Fig. 3» Here the 

image is sampled at N = 9 uniformly spaced points {x^} 

within the interval (-1, l)« Since with a symmetric kernel 

the solutions fall into even and odd functions, only the 

values x :> 0 are illustrated and are normalized to unit 

power (i.e., R\ (x) . Here we see the increasing 

extrapolation properties of the higher object modes with 

rapidly decreasing values of the corresponding eigenvalues. 

Indeed, if we were to continue placing more sampling points 

in R, this tendency would continue indefinitely, generating 

object modes increasing farther from R while leaving the 

lower modes relatively unchanged. However, such a process 



Fig. 3« Orthogonal object functions -- Nine orthogonal 
object functions associated with a sinc^ 
imaging kernel and N = 9 uniformly sampled 
image points in the interval (-1, l)» The 
functions are normalized to unit power and are 
shown only for positive values of x (in units 
of Rayleigh distances). Extrapolation of 
object intensities beyond the interval (-2, 2) 
by Ky, Kg, and Kg is highly improbable in the 
presence of noise, as indicated by the 
exceedingly small values of the corresponding 
eigenvalues , |j,g, and • 
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Fig. 3. Orthogonal object functions. 
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is only mathematically interesting since the eigenvalues 

for the higher modes are already much smaller than any 

realizable noise level. 

In Fig. 4, o(x) is plotted for various values for 

p ,  given N = 5 and N = 9 sampled values in R. The dashed 

line represents an upper limit to the restored power 

density associated with the noiseless case, p = 0. Even 

-3 with a noise level of only 10 , the extrapolation beyond 

x = 2 is negligible. We see that with a higher noise of 

10 **", increasing the sampling over N = 5 does not signifi

cantly improve the restoring capability. This rapid con

vergence of o(x) is best seen in Fig. 3, where the total 

power is plotted as a function of the sampling number N. 

Since the restored power density describes the 

spatial distribution of the effective degrees of freedom 

N^., we can use o(x) as a rough estimate of the spatial 

resolution in the restored object. Indeed o(x) never 

exceeds a maximum possible power density of 2, which 

corresponds to restoring two full resolution elements in 

an interval Ax = 1. This is precisely the resolution limit 

predicted by the Shannon sampling interval Ax = 1/2 for 

functions bandlimited to |v| < 1 (Shannon, 19^8). 

For an interesting comparison with the diffraction-

limited results above, we consider a Gaussian kernel 

normalized to unit area, 



Fig. 4. Restored object power with a finite image region. 

(a) The spatial distribution of the restored object 
power S(x) with N = 5 sampled image points in an interval 
(-1, l) for various noise levels p = (S/N)--'-. (The p = 0 
case is indicated by a dashed line.) 

(b) Increasing the sampling number to N = 9 does 
not substantially improve o(x) with finite noise, where 
extrapolation is confined to the interval (-2, 2). 

(c) The effective number of degrees of freedom N£. 
is shown as a function of sampling number N and approaches 
a 1:1 correspondence only in the limit of no noise. 
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Fig. k. Restored object power with a finite image region. 
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k(x) = exp(-Kx^). (4.4) 

2 Though similar to the sine kernel in spatial distribution, 

the above is not strictly bandlimited and contains some 

0.15% of its spectral po%ver outside a passband Q = 1. This 

type of kernel is often used as a limiting case of a highly 

degraded entrance pupil affected by many random phase 

errors due to turbulence, aberrations, etc. (O'Neill, 1963)* 

The restored power density for the Gaussian kernel 

with N = 9 is depicted in Fig. 5« Because of the high 

concentration of energy associated with a Gaussian kernel, 

the extrapolation of the object is less pronounced. 

Instead, the higher object modes enhance the object resolu

tion, which for low noise exceeds the-upper bound for band-

2 
limited functions. However, as in the case with the sine 

kernel, sampling at a rate much greater than the Shannon 

interval Ax = 1/2 (corresponding to N = 5) provides little 

additional information about the object, particularly when 

moderate noise levels are present (p > 10 ). 

The Wiener Filter for Large Image Areas 
and the Discrete Fourier Transform 

The examples used in the last section, though pro

viding us with some interesting analytical properties , are 

far from describing typical experimental situations where 

one may obtain data arrays many times larger than the 

dimensions of the imaging kernel. In these cases, the 
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10 
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- 2  
10 o(x) 

-1 1 - 10 

Fig. 5. o(x) for Gaussian kernel — The restored power 
density o(x) associated with a Gaussian kernel is 
shown here for comparison with the N = 9 case in 
Fig. k. Since the kernel spectrum extends the 
passband Q = 1, low noise leads to higher resolu
tion rather than extrapolation. As with the sinc^ 
kernel, sampling at much greater than the Shannon 
rate (corresponding to N = 5) does not substan
tially improve o(x) for finite noise levels in the 
image data. 



solution to the matrix equation, Eq. (3*2), or the eigen

value problem, Eq. (3«7), becomes prohibitive in terms of 

storage and computation time. However, with the assumption 

of stationary imaging and in the limit of large sampled 

regions (|r| » l), we can obtain an approximate solution 

to the entire eigenvalue problem by the application of 

Fourier transform methods. Consequently, we can take 

advantage of the speed and efficiency of the fast Fourier 

transform algorithm developed by Cooley and Tulcey (1965) , 

which has already developed into one of the most powerful 

numerical tools in image processing. 

For a stationary kernel and uniform sampling, the 

matrix C becomes stationary with a typical row (or column) 

as 

c.. = d. . = [k(x-x . )k(x-x .) dx, i,j = l.N, 
ij i-j J 1 J ' ' ' ' 

where the N sampling coordinates are uniformly distributed 

over R 

Xj = |R| • j/N 3 = 1,N. 

Hence we can describe the entire matrix C by only N 

elements {dn}, where by symmetry we have 

d_n = dn, n = 0,1,2....,N—1. 

We may now write Eq. (3.2) as 

+ = V (4-5> 
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where a discrete convolution of the by C^n3 replaces 

the matrix multiplication by With the convolution 

operator represented as 

N 
d * = Ed. . 

± i-J 

we can define the eigenvalues {[JU } and corresponding 

eigenfunctions as 

d * u. = u.u., (4.6) 
a*\ x̂ ± 7 

where the {u^} satisfy the orthonormal condition 

u. • u . = 6 . . • 
""I I J 

We now approximate the solution for {uj with the discrete 

Fourier transform as 

um = { estfp ( - 127lmn/N) } , 

which are orthogonal over the interval (l,N). Neglecting 

edge effects (Bergland, 1969), we may write Eq. C4.6) as 

N 
£ d exp( - l2UinjJ/N) ~ exp( - 427lni/N) , 
m=l 

where the approximate eigenvalues are defined by the 

discrete Fourier transform 

N/2 
S 

n=-N/2 
|l. = E d exp( - i2TCn£/N) . 

xj - _ * t1 

Since d is a symmetric positive-definite operator, the 
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eigenvalues are real and positive (although small negative 

values may occur owing to truncation of 

Substituting the transforms 

~ N 

s „ = E s exp ( - 12Tin . /N) 
1 n=l n 1 

~ N 
X. = E A. exp( - i27tn4/N) 

jo n n=l 

into Eq. (4.5), we obtain solutions for X 

+ P> • (4.7) 

From Eq. (2.21), the solution for the object 

becomes 

N 
o*(x) = E X.k(x-x-), (4.8) 

A=1 

where the \ are simply the inverse Fourier transform of X, 

defined as 
N 

\ . = l/N E X exp( i2Knj6/N) . 
A « n n-1 

The convolution in Eq. (4.8) may be performed 

using Fourier transform techniques for any desired level 

of object interpolation (Bergland, 1969)- Often it is 

sufficient to obtain only the object values at the 

sampling points {x^}. In this case, Eq. (4.8) reduces to a 

discrete convolution where the complex kernel spectrum is 

determined from the sampled values (k(x^)} 



N 
T = E k(x.) exp( - I27LNJ0/N) . 
n 4=1 

The equivalent object spectrum is then obtained directly 

from X in Eq. (4.7) 

O * = T = T +S /(.ll + p), T *= iT , (4.9) 
n  n n  n n  r n K , n  n '  

whereby the desired object values become 

o*(xfl) = l/N Eo * exp( t27Cn4/N) . Xj 
n 

For sampling at or less than the Shannon interval, 

we may write 

fn = lTn!2 

in which case Eq. (4.9) becomes the more familiar Wiener 

restoring filter as introduced into the optical problem 

by Helstrom (1967)* 

o* = T  S / ( | T | 2 + P ). (4.10) 
n n n 1 n 1 y 

The difference between Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) becomes quite 

apparent in the case of undersampling. A comparison of jj, 

• . 2 2 and ItI for the sine kernel in Eq. (4.3) is depicted in 

Fig. 6, based on sampling at twice the Shannon interval. 

In this case the sampling points match identically with 

2 the zeroes of the sine except at the center, where 

sinc^(O) = 1. Hence both T and |T|2 are uniform and equal 

to 1. If we used Eq. (4.10) as a restoring filter, we 

would obtain merely a smoothed estimate of the data, 
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T( v) 

1/2-

V 
• 25 • 50 

i 12 2 Fig. 6. | T (V) | vs. p,(v) — Undersampling the sine 
kernel by a factor of 2 results in a uniform 
spectral power |T(V)over a passband = 
1/2. In this case normal Wiener filtering merely 
leads to a smoothed estimate of the under-
sampled image data. However, when the eigenvalue 
spectrum \i(v) is used in conjunction with the 
optimum filter in Eq. (4.9), resolution enhance
ment is achieved. 



o * = s /(I + p) . 
n n • y 

However, with Eq. (4.10) we obtain an object estimate with 

substantially more spectral enhancement, 

°n* * +  P>-

Optimum Sampling Rate 

From an experimental and computational point of 

view, it becomes highly advantageous to determine an 

optimum sampling rate based on priori knowledge of the 

noise, object, and imaging characteristics. Though the 

sampling theorem gives us the maximum information rate of a 

bandlimited signal, it often leads to an excessively small 

sampling interval, particularly for high noise levels or 

for highly degraded imaging (where the effective passband 

CI < Q) . However, when direct Fourier methods are used, 
e ' 1 

undersampling a bandlimited signal results in spectral 

"aliasing" (Bergland,1969)• In this case the information in 

the noisy signal may not suffer appreciably from under-

sampling, but aliasing of the kernel becomes substantial, 

as we saw in Fig. 5» Here, the direct use of least square 

estimators such as Eq. (4.10) becomes far from optimum. 

However, the maximum-likelihood estimator, Eq. (4.9), 

eliminates this difficulty by maintaining the original 

properties of the direct space formulation (neglecting 

edge effects). 



In this section, we examine the loss of restoring 

capability, due to undersampling, as a function of the 

2 noise level. We use the diffraction-limited sine kernel 

which, for a given passband Q, is found most sensitive to 

changes in the sampling interval. Thus, for optically 

degraded kernels bandlimited to fi, the results we obtain 

here represent an upper limit and can usually be relaxed 

under typical experimental conditions. The average 

restored object power per Shannon interval A in the limit s 

of large N becomes, with Eq. (3«l4) 

N 
n„ = lim 1/aN Efi./(fl.+p) (4.11) 

N-x» i=l 

where the sampling interval Ax is defined through the 

sampling rate a as 

Ax = A /a. 
s 

Since relatively little power is involved in the extrapola

tion of the object for large sampling regions, n^. provides 

an excellent measure of the restored resolution. In 

addition, from n^. we can immediately determine the expected 

restoration error, which from Eq. (3»19) simply becomes 

€s " 1 " nf' 

In the case where we sample at the Shannon rate, the 

eigenvalues become simply the power spectrum of the kernel 

k (x) 



I X  (  V  )  =  | T ( V )  | 2 ,  

which is easily seen from Eqs. (4.4) and (4.6). In this 

case, n^. is determined directly from the kernel power 

spectrum, where Eq. (4.1l) can be expressed as the integral 

n = l/2n j |T ( V ) | 2 / [ IT ( V )|2 + p]dv. (4.12) 
1 -CI 

To determine an optimum sampling rate, we establish 

the following basis of evaluation. We assume that for a 

given image area R we have a total time T to take all 

measurements. Thus we have a tradeoff between the number 

of samples within R and the signal-to-noise ratio at each 

measurement. Since p can be interpreted as the reciprocal 

of the signal-to-noise power ratio, its value now depends 

on the sampling rate. We assume further that the noise 

power goes linearly with the integration time at each 

sampling t = T/N whereas the signal power |s^|2 inherently 

goes quadratically. Thus we arrive at a linear dependence 

of p on the sampling rate a, 

P ;= aPg 

where pg is based on the noise observed during a time 

interval t = T/N (N = number of Shannon intervals in 
s s 

R). These assumptions are consistent with a number of 

noise models (including the particle model used earlier) 
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and is often used to predict the noise behavior in photo

graphic and photoelectric measurements (Mandel, 19^3) • 

For the sine kernel in Eq. (4.3), the dependence 

of n^ on the sampling rate a and the noise level pg is 

summarized in Fig. 7. Since the total measurement time is 

constant, oversampling (a > l) does not improve n^, over 

sampling at the Shannon interval. Here the values of n^ 

are a maximum at the Shannon rate (a = l) and monotonically 

decrease for successively higher degrees of undersampling. 

However, if we are interested in minimizing the number of 

measurements without substantial loss in the restored 

resolution, then lower sampling rates are indicated. For 

example, to obtain n^. to within 90% of its maximum value, 

we require minimum sampling rates of a ~ 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 for 

—1 -2 -3 given noise levels of p =10 ,10 , 10 , respectively. 
<5 

Optimum Slit Width 

Since all measurements of an optical image require 

a spatial as well as a time integration, the analysis in 

the last section is incomplete. Implicitly, we assumed 

that the measurement process did not alter the imaging 

response k(x). However, whether working with photographic 

or direct photoscanning methods, a finite spatial integra

tion is required to obtain a sufficient signal power. 

If we consider a uniform slit, of width b, to 

spatially sample each data point, the effect on the imaging 
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Fig. 7. Sampling rate -- The average restored power 
density n£. per Shannon interval for various noise 
levels p as a function of the sampling rate 
a = (2AxJ~l. Here the measurement time per unit 
area in the image is held constant such that over-
sampling (right of dashed line) results in a 
constant value for n^.. Even for the diffraction-
limited case treated here, at higher noise levels 
does not appreciably affect the restoration 
quality. 
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kernel can be depicted as the convolution 

k*(x) = rect(x/2b) * k(x) 

which, by the convolution theorem, yields 

T'(V) = bi"(v)sincbv. 

Assuming the noise power increases linearly with 

the number of background grains or photoelectrons within 

the slit area, we have 

P = bP0' 

where is based on the observed noise for b = 1. 

To best see the effects of b on n^, we shall assume 

a sampling rate of a = 1. In this case we shall use Eq. 

(4.12), which upon substitution of p and T*(v) becomes 

„ J1 slnc2bv|T(v)|2 dv> 

0 sine bvjT(v)| + (p^/b) 

where degradation of the kernel power by the slit is 

partially compensated by a reduced noise term p^/b. 

Results using the diffraction-limited kernel in 

Eq. (4.3) are summarized in Fig. 8, where n^ is plotted for 

various values of p^ as a function of b. Even for a noise 

-3 level of 10 , the optimum slit width becomes nearly equal 

to the Shannon interval; for a higher noise of 10 , the 

suggested slit width is nearly 60% greater than the Shannon 

interval. (In scanning photographic data, no additional 
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Fig. 8. Finite detection slit -- The effect of a finite 
detector slit width b on the restored power 
density for a sampling rate a = 1. Here the / 
value of pq is based on noise measurements with 
b = 1 where the S/N is assumed proportional to 
the slit width. 
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information is obtained by overlapping slit measurements. 

Hence, a width greater than the sampling interval will 

merely result in unnecessary degradation of the over-all 

imaging response.) 

Since the diffraction-limited kernel is most 

sensitive to the effects of a finite slit width, the above 

results represent conservative estimates for normal experi

mental applications . A similar calculation with under-

sampling resulted in optimum slit widths, which did not 

substantially differ from those obtained at.the Shannon 

interval. Because of the attenuation of the kernel spectrum 

by the slit, even lower sampling rates can be .tolerated than 

those indicated in the last section. 

Correlated Noise 

Until now, the linear solutions and results have 

been based on the assumption of uncorrelated noise statis

tics. However, correlation can be easily introduced into 

the maximum-likelihood formalism as a two-stage imaging 

problem (Appendix B). For present purposes, we merely wish 

to illustrate the effect of a nonuniform noise power 

spectrum on the ability to restore. In particular, we 

choose an exponential correlation of the form 

n(x)n(x+Ax) = p/2a exp(-Ax/a), 

where a is the decay constant. Here we assume that the 
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correlated source of noise is injected after the image 

signal is measured, thereby removing the effect of the 

exponential filter on the imaging kernel. If both the 

imaging and noise were affected by a post operation of a 

filter, then by a simple transformation of the data we 

would return to the uncorrelated noise problem. 

For simplicity we assume that the uncorrelated noise 

in the direct image measurements is negligible to the 

correlated source. Sampling at the Shannon interval and 

using the same diffraction-limited kernel as in the previous 

two sections, we obtain an equivalent kernel power spectrum 

as 

|T (V)|2 = |T(V)|2 • P 1(v). 1 e 1 n 

= (1- | v 1 ) 2 • [1 + (2Tta) 2v2] , | v | <1. 

Here the normalized noise power spectrum Pn(v) is assumed 

Lorentian, where noise aliasing due to the discrete sampling 

! I 2 is neglected (Bergland 1969)* The enhancement of |T (v)| 

at higher frequencies is associated with the lower informa

tion loss due to correlated noise sources (Shannon, 19^8). 

With a = 1/2, the increase in the restored power n̂ . is 

illustrated in Fig. 9, where the dashed line repeats the 

uncorrelated results for comparison. Here n^. is plotted as 

a function of b, illustrating the greater sensitivity to 

changes in the slit width. 
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Fig. 9« Correlated noise -- The restored power density 
resulting from an exponential noise autocorrela
tion in the image data (decay constant equal to 
one Shannon interval) for various noise levels Pq 
plotted as a function of the detector slit width 
b. The improvement over the uncorrelated results 
of Fig. 8 (dashed lines) reflects the lower 
information loss in the image. 
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Spectrometer Entrance Slit 

It is of particular interest to spectroscopists to 

find the optimum width of the entrance slit such that the 

adverse effects on resolution are minimized while maintaining 

a sufficient signal level (Jansson, 1970). Here again, we 

may use the restored power criteria to establish the best 

value for h, given a noise level . Although in practice 

the illumination over the entrance slit of a spectrometer 

is partially coherent, we shall assume the simpler case of 

perfect coherence, which results in the following expression 

for the kernel spectrum (Mielenz, 19^7) 

T(V) = g+(v) * g(V) 

where 

g(v) = rect ( v/2) sinchv). 

The equivalent noise level (normalized to the 

signal power) becomes 

, , 2  
P = P0/h • 

The restored power n^ is plotted in Fig. 10 as a 

function of h for various values of . Notice the rather 

large values of h indicated for optimum results, exceeding 

two Shannon intervals (one Rayleigh distance) for all 

noise levels. 
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Fig. 10. Spectrometer entrance slit -- The effect of the 
spectrometer entrance slit width h (coherent 
illumination) on the restored power density n^ 
for different noise levels pQ (based on h = 1) . 
Here a quadratic dependence of the S/N on h was 
assumed (constant noise background). 
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Binary Aperture 

The development of synthetic apertures at optical 

frequencies has gained considerable momentum in the past 

few years. Since the imaging is often characterized by 

many diffraction lobes, direct visual evaluation is usually 

quite difficult. Consequently, methods of post data 

processing become an important part of the design of a 

synthetic aperture system. 

Figure 11a shows a binary slit aperture with a 

separation d/2 where the dimensions are chosen so that an 

equivalent diffraction-limited slit of unit width results 

when d = 0. 

Including effects of a measuring slit width b (for 

this problem an important parameter), we may write the over

all imaging spectrum as 

t(v) =£g(v)* * g(v)J sincbv = 0 

| v | <1 + d , 

where 

g(v) = rect[ ( v-c ) /k") + rect[ ( v+c )/4] , c = (l +d)/k. 

From Eq. (4.12), the restored power becomes 

l+d/2 2i N 

n, = J I (v) dv, (4.14) 
f 0 T2(W + p 

where the equivalent noise p reflects the signal-to-noise 

dependence on the slit width b as 



Fig. 11. Optimum separation of a binary synthetic 
aperture. 

(a) A binary aperture with a variable separation 
d/2. 

(b) The ratio n^.( d)/n^.( o) for various noise 
levels Pq (based on a unit area detector slit and the 

, Shannon sampling rate for a single aperture of unit 
width). Effects of a finite detector slit are included 
with b = 0.6 for PQ = 10and b = 0.4 for PQ = 10~2 
and 10-3. 
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Fig. 11. Optimum separation of a binary synthetic 
aperture. 



p = p0/b* 

We see from Eq. (4.l4) that, as the noise p goes to 

zero, n^ approaches (l+d) suggesting an increasing resolu

tion with separation. However, for d > 1 the imaging 

spectrum T(V) decouples, thereby giving n^. a maximum value 

of 1.5 or a 50% increase in the restored resolution. 

With a finite noise, we obtain some interesting 

results, as seen in Fig. lib. Here the ratio n^.(d)/n^.(0) 

is plotted as a function of d, where the best average for 

the detector slit width b was used at each noise level. 

For a high noise = 10 , a zero separation is indicated 

-3 whereas for p^ = 10 the optimum value for d xs 0.9, 

resulting in a 35% improvement in n^. over zero separation. 

In this case, the binary aperture can be described 

statistically by a filled aperture of width 1.35, which 

represents a substantial resolution enhancement in the 

restored image. 



CHAPTER 5 

NONLINEAR RESTORATION AND NUMERICAL 
TECHNIQUES 

The nonlinear formulas appearing in Chapter 2 can 

be solved through a series of linear approximations using 

only first derivatives. In this manner, the concepts and 

tools developed for the linear problem can be applied 

directly to the solution of the nonlinear problem through 

iterative techniques. "Superresolving," or the ability to 

extrapolate restored spectral values beyond the imaging 

passband, is shown to be a natural consequence of a non

uniform object weighting, and occurs not only in the 

positive (or bounded) object formulas but also in certain 

types of linear problems (e.g., finite object extent). 

Since nonlinear noise formulas alone do not increase the. 

restoration bandwidth, only the linear noise case is 

treated explicitly here. In general, consideration of 

signal-dependent or positive noise merely results in a 

statistically better noise estimate and therefore repre

sents a refinement to the linear noise formula. 

An example of restoring a binary object is offered, 

where the restored resolution exceeds twice the imaging 

passband. Here the salient features of the linear matrix 

algorithm are clearly illustrated. In the second half of 
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this chapter a purely iterative algorithm is described 

that eliminates the need for direct matrix inversion which 

for large image arrays becomes computationally impractical. 

Coupled with the use of the fast Fourier transform, this 

algorithm can develop into an efficient and powerful 

numerical tool for the nonlinear restoration of large 1-D 

and 2-D image arrays. 

Single Linear Estimate to the Nonlinear 
Ob.ject Solution 

Let us rewrite the positive restoring formulas in 

Eq. (2.10) as 

o ( x )  =  o T x T  e x p [ Z X ^ K _ ^ ( x )  ]  ,  o T x T  >  0  f o r  a l l  x  

n .  = pX .  
3 J 

s= J*K . (x) o (x) dx , j = 1,N (5*1) 
J J 

0 s . + n . = s . . 
J J J 

Unlike the linear solutions presented in previous chapters, 

the coefficients X cannot be determined by a single 

algebraic operation. However, we may obtain a linear 

estimate by expanding o(x) in a Taylor series 

o ( x )  =  o T x T  [1+EX.K. + 1/2EEX.X .K.K . + ...]. (5*2) 
i 1 1 

Neglecting second and higher order terms results in 



o(x) = oTxT [i+£?uk_ (x)  ] .  (5•  3)  

This is precisely the linear formula we obtained for 

Gaussian objects in Eq. (2.1l) where the ja priori mean and 

variance are both determined by o(x) . By defining an a_ 

priori mean for the image values as 

s = fo(x)K.(x)dx, 
J J 3 ' 

we arrive at the linear matrix equation, 

(C + n)X = S - S° (5-z0 

where the matrix £ is defined by 

& = jK(x)o(x)KT(x)dx. (5*5) 

Where little or no a^ priori information about the 

spatial distribution of the object is available, then the 

estimate oTxT becomes uniform (see Appendix A), in which 

event Eqs. (5«3) and (^.k) are equivalent to the linear 

formulas studied in the last two chapters. If, however, 

oTxT is nonuniform, then by a single linear estimate we 

can extend the restored object spectra beyond the optical 

passband of the imaging. 

This can be seen by representing Eq. (5*3) as a 

product of two terms 

o(x) = oTxT * F(x)  

F(x) = 1 + EXJEt^x) 
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where F(x) is necessarily bandlimited to Q. By the con

volution theorem, we have 

o(v) = o(v) * F(v) 

whereby even an a priori object spectrum o(v) bandlimited 

to fi1 < fi results in an "extrapolation" of object frequen

cies beyond fi. 

In Appendix E, we treat the case of the finite 

extent constraint. 

( 1, |x | < L/2 
oTxT = { 

I 2, | x | > L/2 

Here the restored object is confined to a known finite 

spatial region of width L. Although its direct application 

to the restoration problem is of limited practical use, one 

important restoration property results from treating the 

above constraint: The more we are able to localize the £i 

priori object estimate oTxT (i.e., as L becomes small), the 

higher the resolution we attain for a given noise level. 

Since we often use the image itself as an initial object 

estimate, the degree of localization is limited to the 

order of the imaging kernel width (approximately one 

Rayleigh distance). However, by successive linear approxi

mations to Eq. (5-l), we can effectively "update" the 

object estimates o(x) to achieve a potentially much higher 

resolution than with a single linear estimate. 
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Successive Linear Approximations 

In the last section, a single linear estimate was 

used to approximate the solution to Eq. (5«l). Here an 

iterative scheme is presented, where after each iteration 

we obtain a new estimate for the object and essentially 

define a new restoration problem. This process is 

continued until satisfactory convergence is achieved. For 

L successive linear iterations, we have the following 

algorithm in vector notation (transpose of & denoted by /^) 

for i = 1 ,L 

S(±) = 1-1 )K(p(x) dx , o,(i-l)=o(i-l)(x) (5.6a) 

S0(i-1) _ rK(x)o(l-l)dx (5.6b) 
A** J /v*V 

(C(l^ +  p ) x ( l )  = S(l_l) - S0(:L"1) (5.6c) 

o^* = o(i exp[xi,"'"^K(x) ] (5 «6d) 

g(x) _ s(i"l) _ 1^ (5 «6e) 

with the initial conditions 

o(0) = o7x7 «*»* 

s ( 0 )  .  s. 
am *** 

Here the total noise estimate is effectively sub

tracted from the initial data , whereby absolute con

vergence after L iterations is defined by 
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£<L) = S0<L\ (5-7) 

which is entirely equivalent to satisfying the data con

straints in Eq. (5»l)« In the way we have defined each 

new object estimate in Eq. (5«6d), the final object after 

L iterations can be written as 

o = o(x) exp[\„K(x;J, X = X + X + ... +X . 

Hence, the algorithm outlined in Eqs. (5*6) finds the 

exact nonlinear solution if the condition of Eq. (5*7) is 

met • 

If the object estimate were defined as 

Sl
(l) = o(;l"1)[1+X(:L)K(X) ] , (5.8) 
13 n ^ J 1 

then, by Eqs. (5*3) through (5*5), the condition of Eq. 

(5.7) would automatically be met. Often the above estimate 

for the object may represent a good approximation to the 

exact nonlinear solution, an important factor when restor

ing large image areas where each iteration may require 

considerable computation time. The criterion for selecting 

the linear solution in lieu of further iterations may be 

based on a number of considerations. The most obvious is 

whether or not o,. is positive. Indeed, a lower bound on 
"lm ' 

the mean squared departure of the linear and exact solutions 

is simply the total negative power in 



fo-o,. dx > f on. dx. J '»-> -lin 1 — J _ '-lm 1 
on . <0 
«"lin 

A better criterion is based on the mean squared departure 

between the linear and nonlinear estimates in the ilb 

iteration, 

(i) pi (±) (i)I2 (c n\ 
e = J IS ~°iinI dx' (5*9) 

which directly measures the effects of higher order terms 

in Eq. (5•2)• 

If a particularly large value for occurs in 

any given iteration, then an additional control on the 

solution for -'•n (5»6c) may be required to ensure 

a more uniform convergence. As found by Biraud (1969), 

Frieden (1971), and Hershel (1970), controlling the total 

energy in the restored object often results in a faster 

convergence rate. This property appears to be common to 

positive nonlinear restoring methods based on an iterative 

scheme. To achieve this control, let us examine the 

second-order correction E^^ to the total object energy in 

the ilb iteration, which from Eq. (5.2) becomes 

E(i) = l/2i'1)[J-K(X)o<i)KT(x)dX) X(i) 

where by Eq. (5«6a) the integral can be replaced by the 

. . r(i) matrix C 

E(l) = 1. (5 .10) *>vl A"1 



With Eq. (5.10) we can constrain the solution for to 

ensure a given value for E^"*"^ by introducing an undeter

mined coefficient k into Eq. (5«6c) as 

(kC(l) + p)X(l) = S(l) - S°(l) (5*11) 

The effect of k can be most clearly seen in the diagon--

alized frame. Denoting jj.^^ as the eigenvalues of 

and with the notation introduced in Chapter 3, we may write 

the eigensolutions as 

r(i) - //v„ ^ - i tj \n = (sn - sn J/Ucjj,n + pi, n - 1,N. 

Here we see that the eigensolutions associated with ji » p 

are reduced uniformly by k, while those associated with 

ji, « p are i~elatively unaffected. Hence the effect of k 

in each iteration is to reduce the mean squared change in 

the object (thereby reducing the contribution from higher 

order terms) while allowing a rapid convergence of the 

noise solution (see Chapter 3)• Unfortunately, a precise 

( x ) 
value for k, associated with a given E , requires the 

solution to an NUj degree polynomial for the N x N matrix 

However, the estimate k = 2 may often suffice for 

the initial iteration, where adjustments can be made 

during subsequent iterations to ensure a fast rate of 

convergence. 
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Approximations to the Matrix Integrals 

For extended image regions with large N, the evalua

tion of the integrals in Eq. (5«6a) and the subsequent 

matrix solution may involve an excessive amount of numerical 

calculations. Though bandlimited kernels are of infinite 

extent, we can often define a finite l-egion T within which 

most of the kernel energy is concentrated, 

a = f k(x)dx « 1. 
|x|>T/2 

Since k(x) > 0 for noncoherent imaging, the outlying energy 

a is always positive. However, for other types of linear 

filters k(x) may contain negative portions, in which event 

a more appropriate measure of the truncation error is 

a ̂ = J* k^(x)dx. 
' |>T/2 

2 Indeed, a represents the mean squared departure between 

the truncated kernel k (x) and the infinite kernel k(x), 
c ' 

defined as 

|x| < T/2 j k(x), 

( o, 
k (x) = 
C 1 " |x| > T/2. 

Often a conservative guess for T suffices, based on the 

2 value for a ; however, a more thorough analysis should be 

performed, using techniques similar to those outlined in 

Chapter 4, to determine tolerable limits of truncation for 

various types of kernels. 
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One immediate consequence of using k (x) is a sub-
c 

stantial reduction in numerical operations. With a It-

point interpolation between sampling intervals, the number 

of multiplications required to evaluate the integrals in 

Eq. (5»6a) becomes 

KNJ2/2 

where J equals the number of sampling intervals in T. 

Furthermore, since becomes a symmetric band matrix 

(c =0.m> J), the solution for \ in Eq. (5.6c) requires nm ' ' ywi ^ ^ ^ 
Q 

(J N/2+2NJ) multiplications (Appendix D). Including the 

various convolution and exponential operations in Eqs. 

(5*6), the total number of multiplications for each linear 

approximation becomes 

Q « N[J2K/2 + J(K + 2) + 10]. 

Hence, the effect of truncation is to produce a linear 

dependence on N rather than the cubic dependence as J—> N. 

With K = k and J = 12 for reasonably localized kernels we 

obtain an estimate of Q as 

Q « 440N 

where almost 75% of this number is required to evaluate 

in Eq. (5«6a). 

Often a Gaussian approximation to the kernel k(x) 

can be used (Janason, Hunt, and Plyler, 1970), in which 

case Q can be further reduced. For example, if we 



2 2 approximate the sine kernel by exp(-7tx ) (see Chapter 4) 

we obtain the simplification 

c(i) = fexp[-7t(x-x ^lo^^Cx) exp[-7l(x-x )2]dx nm J ^L n m 

= exp[-K/2(xm-xn)2] 

X J,exp[-27r(x-yn+m/2)2]o^1 (x)dx 

where 

y , = x + x . 
Jn+m n m 

Here we see that-, for a constant sampling interval, only 

2N integrals need be evaluated to generate the entire 

matrix . With an appropriate truncation of the 

Gaussian, the number of multiplications are reduced to 

Q « N[J2/2+J(2K+l) + 10] 

which with our values for K and J becomes 

Q ~ 180N. 

Hence by using the Gaussian approximation, the number of 

multiplications is less than 1/2 of the previous. 

"Superresolution" of a Binary Object 

To illustrate the use of the iterative algorithm 

in Eqs. (5*6), we offer an example with an object con

sisting of two unit impulses separated by one-half the 

Rayleigh distance. The ideal image s^(x) was obtained 

with the diffraction-limited kei-nel in Eq. (3*3) and 



subsequently sampled at N = 5 locations separated by the 

Shannon interval Ag = 1/2. Computer generated noise was 

then added to the image to simulate a uniform, additive 

noise source. The rms noise level was 5% of the maximum 

image value. Both the ideal image and noisy data are 

shown in Fig. 12a. 

The linear approximation, using a uniform object 

estimate oTxT = 0.8, is shown in Fig. 12b using a value 

p = 0.005 based on the expected signal to noise. By 

fitting the original data with a Gaussian curve, a better 

initial estimate o/^ is obtained (dashed line in Fig. 

(1) 
12c). As a result, the first linear approximation °iin 

shows a slight improvement with a flatter plateau region 

and reduced negative side lobes. Convergence occurred 

after L = 5 iterations with p = 0.0012 and resulted in an 

(5) 
object estimate o which clearly shows two peaks in Fig. 

12d. By artificially lowering the value of p to 0.0003, 

a substantial increase in restored contrast is observed in 

Fig. 12e. However, the reliability suffers as seen in Fig. 

12f which depicts the restored estimate with different 

noise inputs. This trade-off between a higher contrast 

and enhanced noise effects can be entirely controlled 

through the signal to noise parameter p. 

As mentioned in the previous section, the resolu

tion obtained for a single linear solution depends on the 

degree of localization of the initial object estimate. As 



Fig. 12. Restoring a binary object. 

(a) Object consists of two unit impulses separated by the Shannon interval 
Diffraction-limited image (dashed line) sampled at five points with 5% noise 
added to simulate data (asterisk)• 

(b) Wiener filter estimate (direct space) assuming S/N = 200 with an j* 
priori mean of 0.8 (dashed line). 

(c) Linear estimate assuming S/N = 200 with best Gaussian fit to data 
(dashed line) as a^ priori mean. 

(d) Positive estimate S/N = 800 after five linear approximations. 

(e) Positive estimate S/N = 3200 with two more linear approximations. 

(f) Positive estimate S/N = 3200 with same image values but different 
noise inputs. 
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Fig. 12. Restoring a binary object. 
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seen in this example, the iterative process updates the 

object estimates to achieve a much higher localization than 

could be attained by a single iteration. In this manner, a 

natural selection of a "finite" extent takes place where 

the ultimate resolution depends on the specific object 

being restored, given the same imaging and noise properties. 

Unlike the class of linear solutions , an ji priori estimate 

of the restored resolution is extremely difficult without 

specific knowledge of the object. 

Fast Iterative Algorithm Using 
Operator Polynomials 

Until now we have concentrated on 1-D solutions to 

the restoration problem. Although in principle the 

algorithms outlined in previous sections can be applied 

directly to the 2-D problem, the required number of 

numerical operations becomes enormous. For an N x N data 

2 2 array, we must now reckon with a potential N x N matrix 

size, where each element involves a 2-D integral calcula

tion. Even with an imaging kernel truncated to a J x J 

sampling area, the matrix jD at best becomes multibanded 

where a substantial savings in the numerical solution 

occurs only for J « N (see Appendix D). In this case the 

number of operations Q can be estimated by 

Q RS N2J4[(K2/4) + 4] 

c o 
which for J = 12 and K = 'l results in 2 x 10 x N 
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multiplications for each iteration. For a moderate-sized 

—6 
64 x 64 data array with a calculation time of 15 x 10 sec 

per operation (typical for CDC 6400, including additions 

and access times), the total computational time for con-
O 

vergence in h - 6 iterations becomes approximately 72 x 10 

2 2 
sec or 20 hours. This figure assumes that the N J ~ 

5 5 x 10 matrix elements can fit in core storage and does 

not require the use of tapes or auxiliary disk files, for 

which case the time estimated above can easily double. 

Consideriaig the additional problem of roundoff error, the 

matrix approach to 2-D restorations is exceedingly im

practical and, in some cases, prohibitive. 

Consequently, we shall describe a purely iterative 

scheme, based on an algorithm developed by Lanczos (1950, 

1956, 1958), where the number of iterations M required for 

an approximate solution to a linear matrix equation depends 

solely on the condition number (n = LL . /U ) and is in-J 1 rmin rmax 

dependent of the matrix size. Since M is usually less than 

100, the approximation is substantially more accurate than 

the "exact" solution for large matrices where accumulated 

roundoff error becomes appreciable. By minimizing the 

relative mean square error in the approximate solution, we 

shall derive an "optimum" set of polynomial operators, 

which results in fast convergence with a minimum number of 

iterations. Since the algorithm does not require an 

explicit calculation of the matrix in Eq. (5.6a), the 
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storage requirements are minimized to a few singly dimen

sioned arrays. Coupled with the use of Fourier transform 

operations, the algorithm potentially can reduce the cal

culation time for a 64 x 64 2-D problem to the order of 

minutes or less with considerably less roundoff error. 

Let us represent Eq. (5*6c) as 

DX = B ***** A** 

B = S - S° (5-12) S/+* A** ft* 

where the matrix operator D is given by 

/TV 

D = PdxK(x)o K (x) + p. (5'13) 

The inverse operator J3 is defined such that 

X = D-1B (5.1^) 
/rtt A*> 

and is approximated by the operator polynomial 

if1 ® Sm1 = °o + ci& + + ••• + °m^1- (5"15) 

With the eigenvalues and vectors associated with D defined 

as 

JSS. = JS. 

uTu = 1 

we may represent the vectors X and B in terms of an orthog-A** 

onal set U Mi 
X = ux 

A" s* 

B = uUt (5.16) A* 

where \ denotes the eigencoefficients of X. 
A"* 
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The approximate solution to Eq. (5*1^), using the 

D~] /w*M polynomial operator EL,"*" in Eq. (5-15), becomes 

M 
XM = D~ B = S c DmB. (5.17) A»>M _ M^ /« 

m=0 

Since successive operations by D result in 

DmU = amU, m = 1,M 
#* ** J* An' ' ' 

we obtain with Eqs. (5»l6) and (5*17) 

tM = S c (im+1 X. (5.18) 
m=0 m* ~ 

Hence, the approximate eigencoefficients approach the 

true solution X as 

M 
„ m+1 _ 1 S e a  —s* 1 .  
m-n ** m=U 

If the values {p-n} were known precisely, a specific 

set of coefficients fc 1 could be found such that, for L mJ ' 

M = N - 1, 

N-l 
2cii m  = l, n = 1 N. 

mrm 1 ' m=U 

However, we wish to determine an optimum set [cm} by which, 

for a given M (preferably M « N), we obtain a good approxi

mation for any sized matrix with arbitrary eigenvalues. 

Since the matrix operator JD is positive-definite 

and symmetric, its eigenvalues are real and positive. 

Hence, we may at least stipulate a lower and upper bound to 
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[j, such that 

0 < u . < u.. < u0 < • • • < U»T < U — rmm — rl — r2 — — rN — nnax 

Assuming that the eigenvalues may lie anywhere between these 

limits, we shall approximate the discrete diagonal matrix 

u, by a continuous variable u . < u < u . Similarly, the J rmm — r — nnax J ' 

vectors X and become continuous distributions ^(u) and 

^(ji.) • In this manner, we may define the optimum set {cm) 

that minimizes the relative mean square error 

^max 0 

= MIN J |l - [XM(ia)/X(p.)]|2dix 
r'min 

which from Eq. (5»l8) becomes 

^max M -| « 
OCm = MIN j |l - E cn^m+1|%. (5.19) 

nnin m=0 

The solution to Eq. (5-19) represents a least-

squares fit by an Mlb degree polynomial, which for M > 8 

becomes highly unstable if a direct matrix solution is 

sought ( Lanczos, 1956). Furthermore, even when an exact 

solution for {c^} is available, their direct application in 

Eq. (5*15) leads to a serious roundoff error (Lanczos, 

1958). To effectively eliminate these problems and 

simultaneously enhance the flexibility of the iterative 

scheme, we shall make use of orthogonal polynomials to 

implicitly solve for the Since the integral in Eq. 

(5«19) has finite limits with unit weighting, the shifted 
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Legendre polynomials (Abramowitz, 196^) are found particu

larly useful, satisfying the orthogonality condition 

1+T] _  _ _  |  l/( 2n +  1 )  ,  n  = m  
S pn(ii)pm(^)d^ = { , (5.20) 
n ( 0, n / m 

where T1 and jj, are defined as 

•n = 
nan "max 

(5.21) 

\l = (J./U max 

In addition, we can generate the entire set of 

Legendre polynomials {Pn3 with the simple recursion formulas 

P0(ia) = l 

= 2(jl - n - 1/2) (5• 22) 

(n+l)Pn+1 (p.) = 2(2n+l) (|j,-ri-l/2)Pn(|x) - nPn_^ (|i) . 

With the change of variables in Eq. (5•21), we may now 

express Eq. (5«19) in terms of the {Pn} as 
. • 

.. 1+Tl M+l_ _ o _ 

"M =MIN hnax I I1 - 1% <5*23) 
T] m=0 

To ensure that the resulting polynomial contains only 

powers of jj, greater than zero (i.e., no constant terms) we 

impose the constraint 

M+l_ 
E c P (0) = 0. (5-24) 
_ m 111 m=U 

Although T1 could be defined in such a way that the limits 
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of integration in Eq. (5*23) match precisely those in Eq. 

(5»19), we allow ourselves a smal-l margin of safety in the 

event that a value for u, is underestimated. However, •max ' 

this margin becomes negligible when T) « 1. 

Be defining the extremum condition as 

dOw/dCm =0, m = 0,M + 1, 

we obtain with Eqs. (5«23) and (5*24) the desired values 

for [cJ *• m 

0 1 (5.25) 
- = -OC>I(2m+l)Pm(0) , m = 1,2,..., 
m 

where the minimum mean square error becomes 

M+1 2 1 
^ = ^max S (2m+l)P m

2(0)] \ (5.26) 
m=0 

Here the values [Pn(0)} also satisfy the recursion formula 

in Eq. (5*22) 

P0<0> = 1 

P ± ( 0 )  = -(2T1 + 1) (5.27) 

(n+1 )P ^,(0) = -(2n+l) (2T]+:1)P (0) - nP _ (0) . 
n+1 n n—1 

With Eqs. (5*25) and (5*26) we can investigate some 

of the more interesting properties of the least-square 

solution to Eq. (5.23) • In the limit of T] = 0 we obtain 
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from Eqs. (5•26) and (5•27) 

cx^ = 1/(M + 2)2. 

As seen in Fig. 13a, the above quadratic dependence 

is exceeded for T} > 0, indicating a faster rate of con

vergence for higher values of T| . Since the lower bound to 

T] is the noise level p, as seen in Eq. (5*13), a problem 

with more noise generally requires fewer iterations for 

satisfactory convergence. 

Since we now have an expression for we may 

examine the departure of the polynomial approximation from 

a perfect solution. In Fig. 13b, this departure is seen to 

converge rapidly for p, » T[. Of practical significance is 

the mo n o t o n i c a l l y  d e c r e a s i n g  v a l u e  o f  as  |i — 0 .  

Hence in the initial lineal" approximations in Eqs. (5*6) we 

can purposely underestimate the solution for small |i 

by artificially increasing Ti . In this manner, the damping 

factor k in Eq. (5«ll) can be more easily introduced as 

-Am ^ * 

Since fewer iterations are required for higher values of 

Tl, the over-all time for a nonlinear solution can be 

substantially reduced by a proper selection of T]. 

One particularly useful property associated with 

the T| = 0 polynomial solution is that the maximum error 

— 2 seldom exceeds 13% for (J, > 2.56/(M+2) . Hence for a 



Fig. 13. Inverse polynomial operators 

(a) M.S. error of solution oc^ versus number of iterations M for various 
T] (dashed line Tj = 0) . 

. 
(b)_Ratio of approximate \([i) to exact solution X(|j.) versus normalized 

eigenvalue [i for M = 20 and T| = 0.01. Region beyond |a = 0.02 magnified by a 
factor of 3 in y direction and scaled by a factor of 10 along |x axis. 
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condition number equal to 0.00025, a good estimate can 

be obtained in M = 100 iterations. 

We shall now implement these results into an 

efficient iterative procedure. 

By virtue of Eq. (5*17), the operator in Eq. (5*15) 

is equivalent to a Legendre series 

l _ M+l_ _ _ 
D-^n) = Z cmP ((X)/H. (5.28) 

m=0 

By defining 

VP = p„,+i<ir)/ir <5"29) 

Eq. (5.28) becomes 

M+i_ _ 

DM (5'30) m=0 

Since we are assured that the Legendre expansion in Eq. 

(5.28) contains no constant terms as a result of the con

straints in Eq. (5.24), we may write Eq. (5.29) as 

D-1*?) = E c +1Qm(P (5.31) 
m=U 

where, by Eqs. (5«22) and (5«29), the polynomials {Qn} obey 

the recursion formula 

Q  = 2  
^0 

= 6<ir-n-l/2) + 3P2(0) (5-32) 

(n+l)Q = 2(2n+l)(jx-n-l/2)a , + 2(2n+l)P (0). 
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By the addition of the last term, we eliminate the need to 

consider l/jl terms in the [Q }. 

Upon substitution of the operator ̂  for we obtain 

an expression for in terms of the operator polynomials 

whereby the approximate solution in Eq. (5.17) 

becomes 

M _ 
K, = Ec ,Q (D/u )B. (5*33) 
M m+l m ^max m=0 

We may now combine Eqs. (5*25) through (5*33) into a single 

iterative algorithm. 
A 

By defining the operator D as 

D = JdXK(x)SKT(x) + <p—Tl—1/2)X 

J* ~ S^max 

with the initial conditions 

£0 = 2M 

ko = -̂ o 

(5.3^) 

PQ = i 

Px = - (2T1 + 1) 

Yo = 1 + 3px2 

we have for m = 1,M 

(m+l)pm+l = " mPm-i (5.35a) 

 ̂= Vm-j. + <2»+3>l>m+l (5"35b) 



(m+l)B = (4m+2)(DB .DB +p 
A 
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(5.35c) 

r m (5-35d) 

X = X i + P ,-iB —m -^m-l m+l—m (5-35e) 

where the approximate solution, after M iterations becomes 

Since nowhere in the , above algorithm is an explicit knowl

edge of M required, the iteration process can be terminated 

in checking the convergence of the solution. 

As it stands, the algorithm outlined in Eq. (5«3&) 

can be applied to any of the nonlinear (and linear) restor

ing formulas in Chapter 2 and Appendix B. Briefly we shall 

summarize the modifications to the operator D (from which 

D in Eq. (5*3^) is directly obtained) for bounded objects 

and nonlinear noise. 

Bounded Objects 

As seen in Appendix B, the derivatives of the 

bounded object formula with respect to X become 

Hence the only change required in JD is redefining c> as 

% = 'IWV1- <5-36> 

at any value of m, where the parameter r is found useful 

do(x)/d\ = o(x)[l - o(x)]K(x). A* 

o = o(x)[l - o(x)]. (5.37) 
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Nonuniform Noise 

All nonlinear noise formulas appearing in Table 1 

can be expanded in first derivatives for use in the linear 

approximation scheme in Eqs. (5«6). With N = {n^} we may 

define the diagonal elements of p as 

p. = dn./dX. i = 1,N (5*38) 
yx i x' ' 

As shown in the section Multistage Imaging in 

Appendix B, a correlation may be introduced by a secondary 

( 2) 
imaging kernel IC , whereby the positive definite noise 

matrix becomes 

p(2) = K(2)pK (2) (5-39) 

where p in general is given by Eq. (5«3&)• If P is 

( 2 )  ( 2 )  
constant and K stationary, then p becomes a station-

A* 

ary (convolution) matrix. 

If K(x) represents a nonstationary imaging kernel, 
/•w 

then full potential of the algorithm in Eq. (5*3^) is only 

partially realized. However, if stationarity can be 

assumed, then we may apply Fourier transform techniques 

to considerably reduce calculation times. By further trans

forming the entire algoritlim to Fourier space, an even more 

efficient scheme is realized, requiring fewer transforms 

for a satisfactory solution. 
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Direct Space Algorithm 

For stationary imaging, the kernel K(x) is 

represented by 

k(x - x1) 

K(x) h 
k(x - x2) 

k(x - xN) 

where denotes the N sampling coordinates. The equation 

B = DA may be represented by the successive operations 

N 
a(x) = £ A.k(x-x.) 

. , x x x=l 

b(x) = o(x)a(x) 

B^ = Jk(x-x^)b(x)dx, i = 1,N. 

(5•^Oa) 

(5•4ob) 

(5.40c) 

where A = {A.} and B = {B.}. If we further assume that the 
X A** 1 

kernel is effectively bandlimited to frequencies |v| <_ Q, 

the above equations are equivalent to 

N 
A(x) = E A.sinc[2Q(x-x.)1 

X 1 J 
i=l 

a(x) = Jlc(x-x)A(x) dx 

°2fi(x) = JsincC)]o(x)dx 

B(x) = Jk(x-x)°2Q^x)a(x)dx, i = 1,N. 

(5.41a) 

(5.^1b) 

(5'^lc) 

(5.^1d) 

Here the bandliiniting operation in Eq. (5.4.1c) does not 

affect the values for B(x), regardless of the spectral 
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content of o(x). This is easily seen by examining the 

product o(x)»a(x) as a convolution in Fourier space. For 

a(x) bandlimited to fi, contributions to b(x) within the 

passband can be made only by object frequencies |v| <_ 2Q. 

With the sampling theorem we may now express all quantities 

as discrete arrays: 

A(x) => = {A( j/2n) 3 

a(x) => {a(j/40)] 

°2Q(x) ̂  S ^ °2Q^ 3 (5-42) 

B(x) => B = {B(j/2Q)3 

k(x) => k = {k(j/2fi)3. 

With this discrete representation, we may define D in terms 

of matrix operators. As introduced in Chapter 4, we shall 

define the following L x L orthogonal transforms 

F(L) = {l/Ll/2exp( t2Kjk/L) 3, i = -7=1, 

Ft(L) = {l/Ll/2exp(-l2TUjk/L) J (5.43) 

F(l>Ft(l) = 1. 
A** >•** 1 

As L —>• 00 the above operators are entirely equivalent to 

continuous Fourier transforms for bandlimited functions. 

For our purposes, however, we shall assume that the object 

can be truncated to a region L = N + 2J Shannon intervals. 

Hence the bandlimiting operation in Eq. (5«4lc) can be 
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expressed as 

n ( 2L) , / OT vnCni'L) o = F„ rect(2L)F o /V̂  X /*»vwwv> a** (5.44) 

Here re.ct (2L) represents a truncation of the extended 

spectrum of o(x) to 2fl, where o(x) is approximated by the 

discrete array jo = {o(j/mQ)) with m points per Shannon 

interval. (For a discrete formulation of the restoration 

problem see Frieden, 1971') 

Defining the complex kernel spectrum T as 

T = F(L)k 

Tt = F (L)k 
A**T 

(5*45) 

we may represent the operator D by an equivalent operator 

°L aS 

D = J dx K(x) o(x) kt(x) + P 

h Fm(L) r F(2L) 0 F (2L) rT F(L) + p 
(5-46) 

where 

0 h 

0 

T = 
A** 

2L 

/•*, °\ 
2 

t l /  

The difference between the two operators, both shown above 

for comparison, becomes negligible for J greater than the 

effective width of the kernel k(x), thereby minimizing the 

"edge effects" associated with the use of the discrete 
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Fourier transforms (see Chapter 4). The equation 13 = JDA^ 

now becomes J3' = w^ere an equivalent N-dimensional 

problem is ensured by centering the arrays A and B in 

larger L = N + 2 J arrays and JJ1 with J zero elements at 

the extremities. 

A • s 
AW 

o 

0 

0 

0 

B • = 

0 

0 

B 
AW 

o 

o 

The utility of the entire procedure lies in the 

fact that numerically we do not explicitly define the 

matrices JP and J?p in Eq. Their operation is more 

efficiently handled by the fast Fourier transform algorithm 

developed by Cooley and Tukey (1965) and modified for real 

data by Singleton (1968). Here negligible storage is 

required with the number of multiplications for an L-point 

transform is approximated by L log^L. If we assume J « N 

(which indeed is valid for large image arrays), we may 

estimate the total multiplication and storage requirements 

for each polynomial iteration in Eq. (5*36): 

1-D Problems (N Array) 

Multiplications = (4 log^N + 10)N 

Storage = 7N 

2-D Problems (N x N Array) 
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2 Multiplications = (l6 log^N + 24)N 

Storage = 12N2. 

Fourier Space Algorithm 

We may transform the direct space equation D.X = 

to an equivalent Fourier space representation by the 

operations 

\* = T F(N)\ 
/** an 

B* = t~1F^N^B 
/M A*1 

D* X* = B* 
/»r» yv 

D*TtF(N)X = T-1F(N) 
^ av\ /w\ 

(N) * (N) F TD X = B 

and arrive at the following relationship between the 

Fourier and direct space operators 

D = F (N)TD*TF(N) . 

Substituting DAT in Eq. (5.46) for D, we obtain 

D* = F(2N)0F(2N) + T^F^^pF (5.47) 

where we introduce edge effects with L = N but preserve the 

dimensionality of the arrays X and B. 

For constant noise matrix p, Eq. (5.47) becomes 

D* = F(2N)0Ffp(2N) + pT~1TT"1 (5.48) 

where the last term defines a diagonal matrix with elements 
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p . * as 

Pi* = P lTiI~2' i = 1,N. 

For correlated noise, we merely adjust the values p^* to 

Pi* = Plri 2 i t„. i "2 

where {^3 is "the normalized noise power spectrum based on 

a sampled noise auto-correlation function. 

In the case of stationary noise, we see from Eq. 

(5.48) that fewer Fourier transforms and multiplications 

are involved than with the direct space algorithm. However, 

perhaps more important is the distribution of eigenvalues 

for IV* , which tend to lie within a narrower region, thereby 

resulting in a faster convergence rate. This property of 

JD* is clearly illustrated in the case of the uniform object 

estimate 0=1, which upon substitution in Eqs. (5*46) and 

(5*^8) results in 

DN = F (N)ttTF(N) + p 

D* = 1 + p. 
«*** «/V*V yvw 

Here the eigenvalues of J)^ are given by = | |2 + p 

which have an upper and lower bound (with |t| = l) of 1 'max 

p < |i < 1 + p. 

Hence the parameter Tl = ^min/p^ax approximately p; 

whereby for low noise, a substantial number of iterations 

are required for a satisfactory convergence. Since the 
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direct Wiener filter solution, Eq. (4.10), requires only 

a few Fourier transforms, the use of the direct space 

formalism for nearly uniform object estimates becomes very 

inefficient. However, the upper and lower bounds for the 

eigenvalues of D* are seen to be 

- 2  
1 < H < 1 + p I t mm 

which for I t I . ~ p results in a value for tl on the order 1 'mm K 

of 1/2. In this case, approximately 4 iterations are 

required for almost complete convergence. 

We may offer some general suggestions as to which 

algorithm to select. For problems where extrapolation of 

the object is desired (e.g., processing a finite region of 

an extended image scene) the direct space algorithm is 

preferred. However, if edge effects can be neglected, then 

the Fourier space operator can be expected to yield faster 

convergence of the solution, particularly for objects of 

low and moderate contrast. 

Estimated Computation Times for the 
Foux"ier Space Algorithm 

As mentioned earlier, a 2-D problem with a 64 x 64 

image array requires a minimum of 20 to 40 hr of computa

tion (CDC 6400), assuming the imaging kernel to be rather 

localized and assuming that roundoff error did not prevent 

a direct solution to the matrix equation. If efficient 

programming were employed with the CDC 6600, the time could 
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be reduced to 2 to k hr--still well beyond most practical 

considerations. With the Fourier space algorithm, assuming 

a total of 200 polynomial iterations for 6 linear estimates 

 ̂_ i 6) we obtain an estimate of 9 x lO'' 7 7 7 

multiplications. Considering the high efficiency of the 

fast Fourier transform for real data, we could expect a 

requirement of 15 min on the CDC 6400 or 90 sec on the CDC 

6600. This figure assumes that the object is of high 

contrast with low noise level in the data, where substantial 

resolution enhancement is expected. For lower contrast 

objects, where only 20 to 50 polynomial iterations may be 

required, computation times on the order of 10 to 20 sec 

could be anticipated. 

Since the initial estimates of the object are 

usually smooth and bandlimited, the sampling of £>2q ^or 

2 2-D problems could be cut occasionally to N values, there

by reducing the times for the Fourier transform by a factor 

of Furthermore, considering that the initial estimates 

(i) 
<o essentially serve to "prepare" the object for sub

sequent convergence of a nonlinear solution, the con

vergence criteria of the polynomial iteration scheme could 

be significantly relaxed. 

Enhancing Spectral Data by Successive 
Fourier Transforms 

To illustrate the effectiveness and simplicity of 

the purely iterative approach, degraded infrared absorption 
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spectra are restored using the bounded constraint. Data 

used in this example represent a portion of the Q branch of 

— 1 NO near 2798.0 cm and were previously restored by Jansson 

who obtained excellent results using a different numerical 

procedure (Jansson et al., 1970). 

Preparation of Data 

The spectral data were obtained with a high resolu

tion grating spectrometer at a sampling rate 19 times 

greater than that required by the passband of the grating 

optics. Hence, the original 2048 data points were reduced 

to 128 target image values through a bandlimiting operation. 

(Powers of 2 were employed for efficient application of the 

fast Fourier transform algorithm.) An upper and a lower 

bound corresponding to 0% and 100% absorption were then 

used to properly normalize the target values, shown as a 

continuous distribution in Fig. l4. 

Noise Analysis 

Since the background was effectively eliminated in 

the experimental procedures, a zero mean for the noise was 

assumed with a rms level (after bandlimiting) estimated at 

1% of peak image values. Since noise correlation was 

within half the Shannon interval, Gaussian uncorrelated 

statistics were assumed for a noise description (see 

Chapter 4, Correlated Noise). 
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Fig. l4. Measured absorption spectra — Bandlimited data of N^O absorption 
spectra near 2798*0 cm~l. J indicates line position. 
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Estimating the Imaging Kernel 

The instrument response obtained by Jansson (1970) 

is shown in Fig. 15a and reveals high frequency content 

beyond the maximum passband of the grating optics, perhaps 

resulting from noise contributions. To obtain a better 

estimate of the instrument response, a method similar to 

the one described in Appendix C was used, which finds the 

best mean-squared fit by a positive and bandlimited 

function to noisy data. The result is depicted in Fig. 

15b and is similar in shape to the original instrument 

response but smoother with extended diffraction lobes 

(though very small in magnitude compared with the central 

maximum). Both estimates of the instrument response 

reveal a similar half-width of 0.019 cm (width at half 

maximum)--nearly a factor of two greater than the 

theoretical Rayleigh limit of 0.011 cm . 

Restoring Procedure 

With the bandlimited image in Fig. 13 as an 

initial approximation to the true spectra, M = 10 

polynomial iterations were performed using the direct 

space operator in Eq. (5*^6). The X solution was then 

used to update the object estimate by the bounded formula, 

thereby ensuring restored values between 0 and 1. Because 

of the extremely low value of p (estimated from the S/N as 

_4, 10 ), the noise term was omitted in the first few linear 
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Fig. 15» Instrument response. 

(a) Original positive estimate of instrument response supplied by Jansson. 

(b) Positive and bandlimited estimate with best least squares fit to 
original response. 
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estimates, having little effect on the solution. 

Similarly, the value for Tl in Eq. (5*3^) was set to zero 

for all iterations. 

The second cycle consisted of M = 20 polynomial 

iterations, again assuming p = 0. Two more cycles were 

performed, each with M = 30 iterations and required a 

finite value for p to ensure stable convergence. Each 

bounded object estimate consisted of k points per Shannon 

interval where the corresponding derivatives o(x)[l-o(x)] 

were subsequently bandlimited to twice the bandpass for 

efficient use in the direct space operator. 

Altogether, 90 polynomial iterations were 

required, each consisting of two 128-point and two 256-

point transforms. The total computation time was 14 sec 

(CDC 6400). Because of the filtering properties associated 

with the polynomial approximations, convergence was found 

to be smoother and faster than direct matrix techniques. 

Discussion of Results 

The final bounded estimate of the true spectra is 

shown in Fig. 16 along with the bandlimited image. Con

siderable enhancement resulted from the use of the bounded 

constraint where the highly saturated absorption lines "are 

nearly rectangular in shape. Particularly surprising is 

the accuracy in the half-width of the unsaturated line 

between J = 12 and J = 13* Here a restored half-width of 
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Fig. 16. Absorption spectra corrected for instrument degradation — Bounded 
estimate (0-100%) after 90 polynomial iterations (Fourier transforms). 
Original data (lower contrast curve) shown for comparison. 
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Av « 0.005 cm compares quite favorably with the 

theoretical estimate of Doppler broadening, Av^ fa 0.0052 

cm . Another consequence of the bounded constraint was 

the high discrimination of both image noise and systematic 

errors in the assumed instrument response. Hence, it 

would have been possible to update the estimate of the 

imaging kernel after each linear solution. This approach 

may have led to a better restoration in less constrained 

regions where noise and systematic errors had a greater 

influence on the solution. 

A particularly sensitive region to noise is found 

near 2798.3 cm where the J = 1 through J = 3 absorption 

lines are not nearly as satui-ated and are closely spaced. 

In this region the restored image matched the target values 

to well within 1%, thus absorbing both random and systematic 

errors to a much larger extent than other restored lines in 

the spectra. Besides the effects of Doppler and saturation 

broadening, the difficulty in resolving the J = 1 and J = 2 

lines may be partially explained by this sensitivity to 

noise. Unlike other methods that do not explicitly con

sider noise, the maximum-likelihood solutions inherently 

yield smoother estimates in regions more highly sensitive 

to noise, thereby achieving greater reliability over many 

restorations. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

By itself a restored image rarely represents an 

end product. To extract a meaningful interpretation, the 

results require individual evaluation. As such, numerical 

restoration techniques merely represent a tool by which we 

can facilitate the interpretive process. The usefulness of 

any tool depends on a clear understanding of its theoretical 

foundation and its limitations when applied to real experi

mental situations. Hence, in this chapter we shall attempt 

to tie together the more important concepts developed in 

this study, which may lead to a better understanding of the 

more general restoration problem. The limitations of the 

present approach are then discussed with specific sugges

tions for future research. Finally, possible experimental 

applications in various areas of scientific research are 

proposed that illustrate the versatility and usefulness of 

the restoring techniques. 

Salient Features of the Maximum-Likelihood Approach 

As part of this study, we have attempted to over

come three fundamental problems in numerical restoration. 

The fii~st is to achieve a spatially continuous object 

estimate from a finite and discrete set of data. This, is 

114 
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accomplished through a continuous description of both the 

imaging response and the £i priori statistical distribution 

of the object. As a result, we obtain the "most probable" 

interpolation as well as extrapolation of object value from 

a finite set of data. Hence, the need for additional 

polynomial or quadrature interpolation formulas has been 

eliminated. 

A second problem consists of injecting both linear 

and nonlinear forms of ja priori object knowledge into the 

restoring formalism. By defining an appropriate statistical 

model, a number of options are placed at our disposal. For 

low contrast objects obeying Gaussian statistics, a simple 

linear restoring formula suffices. For a higher contrast 

object, the use of the binomial or Poisson log forms auto

matically ensures a bounded or positive object estimate. 

In all object formulas the only statistical knowledge 

required is an estimate of the mean distribution and 

relative fluctuation. 

From the standpoint of both numerical stability and 

statistical reliability of the final restored estimate, the 

third and perhaps most crucial problem is the proper 

handling of noise. Since noise is treated as a random 

process, explicit noise terms are injected into the maximum-

likelihood formalism. Either a positive, bounded, or linear 

formula may be used, dictated by the type of experimental 

noise that is expected. As shown in Appendix B the linear 
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noise approximation often suffices, which further simplifies 

the numerical solution and subsequent analysis of results. 

Limitations of Noise on the 
Restored Resolution 

Mathematically, there is no fundamental difference 

between estimating an unknown object and unknown noise 

ensemble. Both are represented as random variables de

scribed by ei priori probability distributions. Our ability 

to distinguish the object from noise contributions to a set 

of experimental data largely depends on the origin and 

statistics of the noise. This property is lucidly illus

trated in the case where the noise originates in the object 

where both distributions obey the same statistics (in

cluding an identical mean and variance). For this example, 

the noise and object are entirely indistinguishable, 

resulting in identical restored estimates. More often than 

not, however, the major source of noise originates in the 

detection or post detection of an image. In this case, the 

distinguishability between noise and signal is made con

ceptually clearer by first decoupling the imaging problem 

into statistically independent modes (Chapter 3)• Imaging 

is then seen as a linear filtering process, where each 

object mode is attenuated in the image. A mode with a 

lower transmission is consequently more difficult to 

extract from the noisy data. 
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For the simplest linear case, the ja priori sensi

tivity of the restoration to noise is solely a function of 

the sampling coordinates, the imaging response, and the 

signal-to-noise. The over-all sensitivity is conveniently 

depicted by the effective number of degrees of freedom N̂ ,. 

Qualitatively, N represents that portion of the total 

information in the data that can be reliably transferred 

to the object estimate. Due to the combizied effects of 

image degradation and noise, is always less than the 

total available number of degrees of freedom (i.e., the 

number of data values). 

Since many applications of optical restoration 

require a spatial interpretation, the concepts of the 

restored power density o(x) and the average restored power 

per Shannon interval n^ (extended objects) were introduced. 

For post-processing applications, both of these parameters 

provide a useful measure of the spatial resolution loss 

during image formation and subsequent restoration. By 

examining resolution in terms of statistical quantities, 

we incur certain advantages over the more classical concepts 

(e.g., Rayleigh criteria, the image spectral content, etc.). 

Specifically, o(x) and n^. directly measure our ability to 

extract spatial information from a noisy image and are 

particularly useful in evaluating unconventional imaging 

systems. For example, in Chapter 4 we found that increasing 

the optical passband through separation of a binary aperture 
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enhanced our ability to distinguish an object only when low 

noise levels were present in the data. 

With the bounded and positive object formulas, a 

higher discrimination of noise occurs. For highly con

strained objects, this discrimination may actually lead to 

accurate noise estimates. Associated with this class of 

objects is enhanced spatial resolution that is often con

fused with effectively extending the passband. In reality 

this increased resolving power is a localized effect which 

when averaged over the entire restored object can never 

exceed the total information in the image data. However, 

this local resolution enhancement can facilitate the 

qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the restored 

object estimate. For example, in restoring the infrared 

spectra in Chapter 5, the use of the bounded constraint led 

to an accuracy in the position of absorption lines that 

could have been improved only through direct parameter 

estimation (i.e., known line shapes). 

Bandlimited Imagery 

In many applications, the diffraction limit is 

rarely approached (due to the effects of aberrations, 

turbulence, etc.) and consequently the strictly bandlimited 

nature of the imaging response often does not have an 

appreciable influence on the restored estimate. For 

coherent and partially coherent imaging problems, this 
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indeed may not be the case where substantial spectral 

densities may extend the entire passband. 

However, where bandlimiting properties are con

sidered important, we may draw a few relevant conclusions 

from this study. When the restored object is expressed as 

a linear expansion in the imaging kernels with a constant 

SL Priori mean, it is necessarily bandlimited regardless of 

the noise level in the image. For other formulas, the 

bandlimited properties of the imaging is reflected in a 

nonuniform or nonlinear expansion in the object solution. 

In all cases, the spatial average of the restored informa

tion can never exceed the maximum information density in 

the image as defined by the optical passband. 

In principle a bandlimited signal can be extra

polated indefinitely from any finite portion of that signal. 

However, in the presence of noise, object extrapolation 

beyond the sampled image region is approximately equal to 

the imaging response half-width. Similarly, extrapolation 

qf image information into an object of finite extent 

results in enhanced resolution only within a sampling 

interval of the object boundaries (Appendix E). As shorn 

in Chapter 4, only for extremely low noise levels does the 

existence of a strictly defined passband directly affect 

sampling rate considerations, even in the diffraction-

limited case. Perhaps a more practically useful analysis 
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would be based on degraded imagery where considerably lower 

sampling rates may be predicted for a given passband. 

The Use of p and Interpretation 
of Results 

When applying either the direct matrix methods or 

the purely iterative algorithms outlined in Chapter 5, one 

can remain somewhat flexible in establishing a value for 

the signal to noise parameter p. Strictly speaking, p is 

defined as the ratio of the noise variance or power to the 

average uncertainty (in units of variance) in the object 

about some mean spatial distribution. However, accurate 

estimates of either one or both of these variances may not 

be readily available. Furthermore, we may not wish to 

obtain a statistically optimum estimate, particularly when 

other judgmental factors enter in the interpretation of 

results. In either case, p may be used as a free param

eter to systematically generate a series of restored object 

estimates for use in subsequent analysis. Hence, the 

effects of changing the value of p must be clearly under

stood . 

For a given set of data, decreasing p (implicitly 

assuming a higher uncertainty in the object) results in a 

closer fit of the estimated image to the actual data. How

ever, this closer fit often occurs at the expense of a dis

proportionate effect of noise on the restored object (noise 

amplification associated with restoring higher object 



modes). When a particular set of data happens to have a 

lower noise level than expected, this closer fit may lead 

to a more accurate and hence informative restored object 

estimate. 

In linear problems (no positive or bounded con

straint), the discrimination between noise and signal is 

solely a function of p. As p —5»- 0 a perfect match of the 

estimated image and data values is obtained. In this case 

the linear object estimate absorbs all noise in the data, 

which generally leads to an unacceptable solution (Twomey, 

1963) • 

For positive and bounded objects, effects of image 

noise are reduced, allowing a substantially lower value of 

p as compared with the linear solution. When the restored 

object is highly constrained, noise estimates may converge 

to finite values even as p approaches zero. This condition 

results when njo object (within the constraints) can render 

a perfect image match with the data. We observed this 

situation in restoring the infrared spectra in Chapter 5* 

where systematic errors in the assumed imaging response 

prevented a convergence of the estimated image to certain 

target values. Consequently, the noise estimates were 

forced to absorb this mismatch regardless of the value of p. 

This property of constrained solutions is further 

exemplified in Jansson's restoration of bounded spectra 

(Jansson et al., 1968). With no explicit considerations 
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for noise (except for polynomial smoothing of restored 

object estimates), Jansson obtained reliable results for 

highly constrained spectra (saturated absorption lines). 

For lower contrast spectra, however, the effects of noise 

became more noticeable. 

Biraud (1969) noticed the same propei'ty when 

restoring high contrast objects at radio frequencies. He 

found that, after a certain point, increasing the number of 

Fourier terms in a positive formula for the object did not 

improve the rms fit with the target image values, again 

illustrating noise discrimination associated with a con

strained solution. 

In general, for positive and bounded objects it is 

found that best results are obtained with an underestimated 

value for p. Though the statistical reliability of the 

solution may suffer, the extra information we extract from 

the image data may often lead to considerably different 

conclusions as to the object structure. This situation 

arose in restoring the binary object, described in Chapter 

5 (the object consisted of two unit impulses separated by 

the Shannon interval). For one particular set of data, the 

positive estimate using a p based purely on signal-to-

noise considerations did not resolve the two impulses. 

However, lowering the value of p resulted in two highly 

asymmetric peaks. The a_ posteriori question then arose as 

to whether the true object was binary in nature or was more 
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closely approximated by the initial estimate. The ability 

to answer such questions can only lie in the extent of our 

a priori knowledge (e.g., geometrical constraints, shape, 

and size considerations, etc.) and our understanding of the 

effects of noise on constrained solutions. 

Numerical Techniques 

The effectiveness of any restoring scheme relies 

to a large extent on the simplicity and efficiency in its 

numerical implementation. The outstanding feature of the 

maximum-likelihood formalism is that it naturally leads to 

numerically stable solutions as a result of two key 

factors: an explicit solution for noise and the repre

sentation of the object solution in terms of the imaging 

response. Unless roundoff error is comparable to the 

noise level the solutions to the positive-definite matrix 

equations exhibit high accuracy and reliability for 

moderate sized problems. For extended 1-D and certain 2-D 

problems, the assumption of a finite extent imaging 

response (leading to band matrices) can reduce calculation 

requirements to a linear dependence on the number of data 

input values. 

For problems involving linear object and noise 

formulas, a single matrix solution is required. For 

positive and bounded objects, a solution is achieved 

through a series of linear approximations that successively 
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update the object estimate, resulting in enhanced resolu

tion and reduced "spurious" side lobes. The particular 

advantage of this approach is that any one of the linear 

approximations is an exact solution to a linear problem 

with a nonuniform £i priori object estimate. Hence, 

complete convergence to an exact nonlinear solution is 

seldom required. In most cases, an acceptable positive or 

bounded estimate can be obtained in no more than 4 to 8 

iterations. 

If the imaging response can be assumed stationary, 

the application of numerical Fourier transform techniques 

becomes highly advantageous. For linear problems with an 

extended image region, the standard Wiener filter suffices. 

In those cases where the image is undersampled, a more 

general version of the Wiener filter is required to obtain 

a statistically optimum solution. Either approach requires 

only two transforms where edge effects associated with 

truncating the processed image region can usually be 

neglected. For 2-D and extended 1-D problems with a large 

number N of data input values, the NlogN dependence of the 

fast Fourier transform algorithm represents a substantial 

savings in computation over direct matrix solution. 

In Chapter 5 considerable attention was devoted to 

purely iterative algorithms for positive and bounded 

solutions based on Fourier transform techniques. Coupled 

with a polynomial approximation to inverse operators, the 
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Fourier transform approach proved effective in restoring 

degraded infrared absorption spectra using the bounded 

object constraint. For 2-D nonlinear restorations, the 

purely iterative algorithm can considerably reduce computa

tion error and time where a total of 50 to 100 Fourier 

transforms may prove more than adequate for any size image 

array. Only a few aspects of these algorithms have been 

touched upon in this study. Moi~e investigation is required 

for a clear understanding of their limitations and poten

tial usefulness as numerical tools for nonlinear problems. 

Suggestions for Future Research 

The most serious limitation of the present approach 

is that systematic errors are not explicitly treated. Such 

errors result from inaccurate estimates of the imaging 

response, the noise background level, and the calibration 

curve for detection. In many problems, these sources of 

error are comparable to if not greater than the purely 

random fluctuations occurring in detection and post-

detection hardware. In general, systematic errors can be 

minimized in any given measurement through close control 

and accurate knowledge of predictable processes. 

Often a systematic error can be treated as 

systematic noise, involving relatively few degrees of 

freedom. Hence, a maximum likelihood approach can be 

followed where our a^ priori knowledge is used to reduce the 
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number of unknown noise parameters (i.e., more explicit 

than a random particle model). As was observed in restoring 

the spectral data in Chapter 5, we may be able to determine 

systematic errors directly from the noise solutions in 

highly constrained problems. In this case, a feedback 

approach may prove valuable in obtaining a better estimate 

of the imaging response, background level, and even calibra

tion (often a difficulty in photographic measurements). 

Considerably more research is needed to better 

utilize the information in an image to achieve a more 

accurate and meaningful restored estimate. Such research 

would include general systems analysis from a restoration 

point of view, somewhat along the lines taken in Chapter 4. 

This approach is especially important in the design and 

evaluation of synthetic aperture systems where direct 

visual observation is replaced by detection and post-

restoration of data. 

Present and Future Application of 
Restoring Techniques 

The restoring techniques developed in this study 

are by no means limited to optical imaging problems. They 

apply equally well to estimating any unknown scalar dis

tribution from a set of measured data, where the transforma

tion (between the unknown distribution and the noiseless 

portion of the data) is linear and known. There are 

numerous applications of restoration in almost every field 
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of scientific research involving experimental measurements. 

Only a few possible applications are suggested below. 

Besides restoring spatially degraded images, the 

restoring formulas can be also used to estimate a spatial 

object distribution from a finite sampling of its Fourier 

transform. This situation arises in detecting astronomical 

objects with a system of radio antenna arrays, where a 

signal correlation between the antenna outputs defines a 

discrete sampling of the Fourier spectrum. Assuming a 

spatially noncoherent object, we may perform a positive 

restoration with the "imaging" kernels defined by a finite 

set of sine and cosine functions. Implicitly some finite 

extent is assumed for the object to eliminate the possi

bility of a periodic estimate associated with a discrete 

sampling of Fourier space. 

This method of observation has a direct analogue 

at optical frequencies where interference techniques may be 

used to determine spatial coherence in the Fourier plane 

(intensity correlation is also possible with an extension 

of the Hanbury-Brown Twiss experiment to a spatial ensemble 

of detectors). In such problems, the positive constraint 

may considerably improve the restored resolution in the 

presence of noise, particularly for high-contrast objects. 

One suggestion for determining the height distribu

tion of certain pollutants in the atmosphere is to measure 

the associated back scattering of short infrared laser 
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pulses. This method relies on an accurate determination 

of the intensity of the returning pulse as a function of 

time. Unfortunately the exponential decay associated with 

back scattering may considerably complicate an interpreta

tion of the data in terms of a height distribution of the 

pollutant. For restoration purposes, we can approximate 

the process as a 1-D stationary imaging problem with an 

exponential response function. Because high noise levels 

are associated with these types of measurements, a positive 

constraint should improve the restored estimate of the 

pollutant profile. 

In noncoherent electron microscopy, resolution 

enhancement (perhaps on the order of a few angstroms) may 

be obtained for isolated 2-D object structures. Here again, 

image data (obtained photographically from an image 

intensifier) may contain substantial noise. However, for 

high contrast object detail, the positive constraint may 

prove useful in discriminating both detection noise and 

systematic errors in the assumed imaging response. 

Of considerable interest is the possibility for 

real-time image processing. In the event that optical 

analog systems are developed with reasonably high accuracy 

(to four or five significant figures), nonlinear restora

tion could be performed completely analog where Fourier 

transform, multiplication, addition, and exponential 

operations are defined by their optical counterparts. 
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Indeed, the numerical stability of the iterative algorithms 

in Chapter 5 suggest their use in such analog techniques. 



APPENDIX A 

A PRIORI PROBABILITIES USING THE 
RANDOM PARTICLE MODEL 

Given an array of nonoverlapping cells and a reser

voir R that contains a total of QQ independent and dist

inguishable particles, the probability that we find q1 

particles in cell 1, q^ in cell 2, •••, and QQ - Q in R 

may be written as a generalized Bernoulli trial (Papoulis, 

1965). 

a ql a q2 a\Q0~Q 
Ty( \ _ 1 • 2 ( 1 —A ) • « , 
"' Q.1 1,••••>- ) a'*** (0 -0) ' 0" / \ X q^ q2. . u (A .1) 

where 

A = + • • • 

Q = qx+q2+... 

Here the probability that a particle will find itself in 

the i!!> cell is denoted by a^ while 1 - A is the probability 

that a particle remains in the reservoir R. It should be 

emphasized that Eq. (A.l) assumes nonoverlapping cells 

whether in space or time. A different counting procedure 

would be required if cells contained particles in coamon 

(e.g., if we were to apply this model to overlapping 

measurements of photographic grains). 
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Using Stirling's formula (Abramowitz, 196*0 

In n! ~ n In n - n (A.2) 

we may express the log probability associated with Eq. 

(A.l) as 

E(q) - -In P(q) = £ (q. In q. - q. In a.) 
. X X X X 

m x 

- (QQ - Q) in (1 - A) + (QQ -Q) AN (QQ -Q) 

- Q0J2nQ0 (A.3) 

Assuming that the probability of a particle remaining in 

the reservoir R is nearly equal to 1 (A « l), which 

implies Q << QQ, we may use the following linear approxima-

'tions 

(QQ - Q) In (1 - A) ~ -A(Q0 - Q) 

(Q0 - Q) In (QQ - Q) ~ (QQ - Q) In (QQ - Q) 

whereby Eq. (A.3) becomes 

E(q) = E q.An (q./eq-) + q-, e=2.785»«* (A.k) 
X X X X ' 

X 

Here we see that the number of particles in each cell now 

represents a statistically independent event affected solely 

by the local cell mean q^. We could have arrived at the 

same result if initially we had assumed independent Poisson 

statistics for each cell, leading to the total probability 

as _ _ _ qH 
P(q) = n exp (-q±) q± /q±J 

i 
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However, it is interesting to see that the effects of 

statistical "coupling" by a finite total represent 

second order corrections, which for Q ~ amoun'ts 

only 15%» Strictly speaking, the use of Stirling's formula 

in Eq. (A.2) is valid for large numbers (relative error 

~ _l/2 ~ n ) . For noise descriptions where many quanta are 

assumed present, the continuous description of E(q) in 

Eq. (A.k) merely facilitates a maximum-likelihood solution. 

For object descriptions we define q^ as the number of 

distinguishable object states in the its cell 

q± = 0±/a 

where CX represents the uncertainty in our priori knowl

edge of the object energy o^ • Similarly with q^ = o^/oc, 

Eq. (A.k) becomes 

E( 0) = £ (o±/\) An (o±/ o.) + o\ 
i 

As shown in Chapter 2, the above equation with a continuous 

spatial description of the object becomes 

dE = [o(x)/a] In [o(x)/eo(x)] + o(x) (A.5) 

Here we allowed the cells to shrink to infinitesimal widths, 

where Ave now speak of spatial particle densities rather than 

cell numbers. 

Immediately one may question the validity of 

Stirling's formula in this continuous description. If a 
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were defined as an intensity of 1 photon per unit area of the 

the object, then for moderate object intensities o(x) a 

large number of equivalent particles may still appear even 

for very small cell sizes. However, our priori un

certainty of the object is surely much greater than 1 

photon per unit area. In fact, in many cases a value of oc 

may exceed the ji priori mean o(x) for a proper description 

of the statistical class of objects being considered. How

ever, even with very small values of q = o/cx, the use of 

Eq. (A. 4) ensures an a_ priori mean and fluctuation (Reif, 

1963) as 

dE/dq = o, for q = q, 

6q2 = [d2E/dq2]^- = q, 

which corresponds respectively to the mean and variance of 

a Poisson distribution (Papoulis, 1965)* Though loosely 

derived from Eq. (A.l), the continuous description in Eq. 

(A.5) results in an extremely useful object formula for use 

in a positive restoration algorithm. 

Bounded Distributions 

In obtaining Eq. (A.4), we assumed implicitly no 

upper limit on the number of particles in each cell. Often, 

however, an upper bound provides a useful constraint as in 

the restoration of absorption spectra (Chapter 5)» We may 

ensure an upper bound with the random particle model by 
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also treating the number of unfilled vacancies in each cell 

as random events. With a constant upper bound in each cell 

equal to Qmax = particles, the probability in Eq. (A.l) 

becomes a product of binomial distributions 

a.^i (l.-a.)*5 ^ 
P(1) = •? "I"!" ' (b-qj! 

a i x 

where we assume the total number QQ » Q = q^ + q^ + ••• 

enabling us to neglect the reservoir statistics. Here the 

cell probabilities a^ are obtained from the mean number 

q. observed in each cell as 

a . = q. /b . 
x ^x 

Using Stirling's formula in Eq. (A.2), the log probability-

becomes 

E(q) = E qi£n(qi/qi) + (b-q^ JLn (b-q±)/(b-q±) 
i 

+ constant (A.7) 

where all terms not involving q^ are treated as a constant. 

Poisson and Gaussian Limits 

The correspondence between the bounded and positive 

formulas in Eqs. (A.4) and (A.7) can be seen in the limit 

of large b. Writing Eq. (A.7) as 
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E(q) = £ qiln(qi/qi) + (b-qi)[ln(l - qi/b) 
i 

- ln(1 - qi/b)] 

and expanding the log terms to first oi^der, we obtain 

lim E(q) = E q.ln(q./eq. ) + q. 
i l x x 

b >  OS X 

If in addition we assume q » 1, then by Eq. (A.6) 

the rms fluctuation of q about q becomes small compared 

with q 

7"2 1/2 - 1/2 ̂  . -6 q = q « q. 

Substitution of q = q + 6q into the positive log probability 

for a single cell leads to 

E = (q + 6q) In (l + 6q/q) - 6q. 

Retaining second order terms in 6q/q, we arrive at 

E = (6q)2/2q = (q - q)2/2q, 

which corresponds to a Gaussian probability distribution 

P = exp(-E) = exp[-(q - q2)/2q]. 

For a continuous object the differential log probability in 

the low-contrast limit can be similarly obtained from Eq. 

(A.5) as 
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dE = [o(x) - o(x)]^/2ao(x), 

where 

|o(x) - o"(x) | « o(x) 

and leads to the linear object formulas in Eqs. (2.11) and 

(2.12). 

In a problem where a bounded restoring formula is 

used for the object, we may indeed observe either the 

Poisson or Gaussian limits. For example, if the restored 

object nowhere approached the established upper bound, then 

the positive formula would have sufficed. Similarly for a 

low contrast restoration with either the positive or 

bounded formulas, an almost identical solution would result 

using only the linear approximation• 



APPENDIX B 

GENERAL RESTORATION FORMULAS 

In order to include signal-dependent noise sources, 

the basic procedure in Chapter 2 is somewhat modified here. 

The descriptions for the object and background noise remain 

essentially the same; however, we now include a signal-

dependent source of noise arising from the quantum detection 

of the ideal image intensity s^. The conversion from energy 

to measurable quanta, whether photoelectrons or photographic 

grains, is never precisely predictable. To describe these 

fluctuations, a Poisson distribution is often used (Mandel, 

1963) , consistent with the log distributions obtained with 

the random particle model (see Appendix A). 

If we denote the number of quanta in the detection 

of s during the itb sampling by r^ , then, from Eq. (A. 4), 

the log probability becomes 

E(r) = E r^ ln(r^/cs^®) - (B.l) 
i 

where the mean number of quanta is defined as the ideal 

image signal s^ at each sampling point. Since the mean 

value is no longer a consant, it must be included in 

the log probability for use in the extremum equations. 
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Because of the signal-dependence of the noise in 

the detection process, Ave must now concern ourselves with 

known sources of radiation backgi-ound B which may arise 

in the object or anywhere along the optical path. Whereas 

previously we could compensate the known background in the 

raw data, we must now consider the random fluctuations 

arising from the detection of B. This source of noise 

becomes particularly apparent when the background level 

becomes comparable to the object intensities, as often 

occurs with low light level imaging (Helstrom, 1969)* 

The term n denotes the background arising in the 

detection and post-detection hardware. That portion of n 

that arises solely in the detection hardware (e.g., thermal 

electrons in photodetector or fog in photographic emulsion) 

is absorbed in the term B, since the two sources, to a good 

approximation, are statistically indistinguishable. How

ever, we shall consider the more general case where the 

noise arising from n may have different statistics from 

that associated with detection. 

Transforming all variables to the same units, we 

obtain the following log probabilities 

E(0) = / dE 

E(r/s°) = E(r./P,) ln(r./es.°) - s.° (B.2) 
• I X IL 3» X 
X 

E(n) = E(n. /(3Q) ln(n./en) 
• X u X 
X 
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where 

dE = [o(x)/oc] In [ o(x)/eo(x) ] . 

Here a, , and are determined on the basis of Eq. 

consistent with the change of units (e.g., from quanta to 

intensity). With the above description of the imaging 

process, we have the following imaging and data constraints 

= Jk^(x)o(x)dx + B 

s. = r. + n., i = 1 ,N. 
1 x x' ' 

To minimize the algebra in the following deriva

tions, we shall eliminate the data constraints by making 

the substitution {r^ = s^ - n^} directly in the log 

probability for {r^}. As in Chapter 2 we can now form a 

general log probability W 

W = E(o) + E(s-nls^) + E(n) - EX. fK.(x)o(x)dx . x J x 

where the imaging constraints have been absorbed in W with 

the aid of the undetermined coefficients fX.l. For a 
x J 

maximum-likelihood solution, the extremum conditions become 

dW d Vf - dW . „ . _. T  , „ 
-5—7—r = 0 = 0 =• = 0, for x = 1 ,N and for all x 
do(xJ dn. jO ' ' 

x ds. 
x 

which upon substitution of Eqs. (B.2) into M leads to the 

restoring formulas 
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o(x) = o(x) exp aEX.K.(x) 
. X 1 
X 

n. = n(P1X±+l) 
P2/Pl 

s.^ = (s.-n.)/(p1\.+l). x x x rl x 

With X. = B,X., the above results are transformed to the 
1 ^1 x' 

more convenient form 

where 

o(x) = o(x) exp 

— — P O 
n. = n(X.+l) 
x x 

s . = (s.-n.)/(X.+1) 
x  x x x  

[p^iV30] 

(B.3) 

PX = P2 ^2^1 

The coefficients are determined through the imaging 

constraints 

s . ̂ = [K.(x)o(x)dx + 
x J x 

B 

0 
which through the elimination of s^ become 

(\.+l) fK.(x)o(x)dx + X.B + n. = s. - B. 
x  J  x  x x x  

(B.4) 

Besides having the characteristics outlined in 

Chapter 2, the above solutions reveal some interesting 

properties for extremely low light level imaging. For 

example, from the solution for n^, in Eq. (B.3) the are 
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seen to have the lower bound of -1 which, in effect. 

creates a lower bound on the restored object. Specifically, 

for a positive kernel K, normalized to unit area, this 

lower bound is expressed by 

o(x) > o(x) • exp(-p1). 

The validity of Eqs. (B.2) and (B.3) in extremely 

low light levels (photon counting) is questionable since no 

attempt in the derivation was made to quantize the radiation 

field (Mandel, 1963) nor to account for secondary emission 

in the detector. However, these considerations need only 

be made when dealing with practically zero backgrounds 

(both thermal and radiative) and with high detection 

efficiencies. Even under these conditions, the use of the 

above formulas may still prove interesting. 

Detection Limited Noise 

Here we assume that the data contain signal-

dependent and additive noise arising solely in the detection 

hardward, where the statistics are described by a single 

parameter (3^ = Pg = P* -*-n this case, = 1 and the noise 

solution in Eq. (B.3) becomes 

n. = n + n\. 
1 x 

where 

(\^+l) J K_(x)o(x)dx + X^B = s^ - B. 
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The background term B now includes both thermal and 

radiative sources. 

Additive Noise Only 

There are many ways to remove the signal dependence 

from the noise formulas in Eqs. (B.3)« All are based on 

the assumption that the noise is dominated by known back

ground levels and contains little information about the 

object. If the object is of low contrast 16 °| « o(x), 

then the mean value o(x) could be included as an additional 

background term. In this case, even signal-dependent noise 

contains little information about the unknown object 

structure fio(x) = o(x) - o(x). The question now arises as 

to which noise formula should be used. 

If the quantum noise parameter (3^ is much smaller 

than that associated with post-detection processes, we can 

perform the limiting operations 

« P2 Thus p2 —> « 

/ 

_ P p P 9 
n. = lim (l + X. ) = lim [l+(P L/pJ] 
1 JL & 1 T-* 

p2 « p2 00 

=  n  e x p ( . ) .  
w 1 

However, those cases where post-detection noise warrants 

the use of a positive formula are rare. Usually noise 

fluctuations comparable with the background n occur only 
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in the detection processes, which we have assumed negligible. 

Thus, we may approximate the above formula with a first-

order expansion. Assuming PQX. « 1, w 1 

n. ~ n(l + (3_X . ) . 
X u 1 

Consider the case where the noise predominantly 

results from a radiation and detector background B (e.g., 

negligible post-detection contributions). Here the noise 

appears in the constraint equation, Eq. (B.4), as 

n. = X . ( s . ̂ + B). 
i xx 

However, since we assume s^ « B, we obtain the following 

linear result 

n. = BX . . 
x x 

The final case we shal consider is where (3^ » (3^ 

(i.e., high granularity). Here we obtain the limit 

_ P O _ 
n. = lim n(l + X.) = n(l + P0X.), 
X X & X 

"Z -* 0 

which when added to the total detection background B becomes 

n± = n + X±(P2n + ^B) , 

again linear in X• 

Hence we have arrived at linear noise formulas for 

three different limiting cases of additive noise. Though 

an individual analysis is often required for a specific 
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set of experimental conditions, we may generalize the above 

results as 

n. = (3X.. 
x r x 

where the constraint equation becomes 

s.^ + n. = s., s.^ = fK.(x)o(x)dx. 
x  x x '  x  J  x  

Here we assume the data has been corrected for all back

grounds . With the above basic equations, the derivations 

in Chapter 2 can be applied to a wide variety of experi

mental problems that satisfy our general criteria for 

additive noise. 

Bounded Ob.jects 

The class of objects defined by o < o(x) b can 

be easily handled with only a few changes to the particle 

model as shorn in Appendix A. Here we shall assume that 

b = 1, a constraint that proves quite powerful in the 

restoration of absorption spectra in Chapter 6. Using Eq. 

(A.7) and performing an analysis similar to that of Chapter 

2, we obtain for the differential log probability 

dE = [o(x)/a] In [ o(x)/eo(x) ] - ^[l-o(x) ]/oc^ 

X ln|[l-o(x)]/e[l-o(x)]j 

which upon differentiation in the extremuni equations leads 

to the bounded formula 
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-l 
(B.5) 

Here we see that only object values between 0 and 1 are 

defined. 

Sensitivity of the Object Solution 
to Noise 

The maximum-likelihood solution defines a minimum 

on a concave hyperplane defined by all possible object and 

noise values for a given set of data. Such a solution is 

therefore maximally stable in terms of expected fluctuations 

from this minimum, similar to a condition of thermodynamic 

equilibrium (Reif, 19&3) • •tn Chapter 3 the expected error 

in the restoration is discussed in terms of the matrix 

properties of linear solutions. Such an analysis can be 

extended to the nonlinear case, where each iteration 

defines a new error function for the restored object and 

noise (Chapter 5)• 

We can qualitatively see this reduced sensitivity 

of the nonlinear object solutions by examining their first 

derivatives with respect to the For the positive 

solution in Eq. (B.2), we have 

do(x)/d\^ oc o(x) . 

Thus as o(x) approaches 0, large changes in are felt 

much less in the object than in the noise solution, 

o(x) = [l-o(x)/o(x)] exp[ocEX^K_ (x) ] + 1 
i 
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particularly when the latter is linear in X. This stability 

can also be seen from Eq. (2.6), where 6o °=o(x). 

Similarly for the bounded formula, we have 

do(x)/dX.^ oc o (x) [ l-o (x) ] , 

which reflects a stability near the upper as well as the 

lower bound, thus providing an even more powerful con

straint than the positive formula. Interestingly, this 

property can be extrapolated to multilevel stabilities. 

As for the linear formula Eq. (2.1l), the stability 

is solely determined by priori knowledge of the object 

mean, where 

do(x)/d\^oc o(x). 

A quasilinear method based on the above result using 

updated estimates for o(x) is developed in Chapter 5» If", 

however, o(x) = constant, there exists no region of en

hanced stability. It is in this case that the statistical 

parameters oc and P have their greatest influence on the 

restoration. 

Multistage Imaging 

The imaging process may involve a number of stages 

between the object and data as depicted by the sequence of 

equations 

tU) =  jK<°>t«» d X o  +  „ ( 1> 
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t(2) = JK(l)t<l)dXi + n<2> 

t(M) = + „<»>. 

at each stage a noise term is injected, thus requiring M 

noise solutions for M imaging stages. We can solve for the 

"object" t(x) at any stage, making the analysis extremely 

flexible. Though the above equations depict continuous 

imaging at each stage, a combination of discrete and 

continuous processes is usually involved in an actual 

experiment. 

We now examine the particular case of a two-stage 

problem where noise is exponentially correlated in the 

measured data. In this problem, the object o(x) is imaged 

optically onto a scanning photometer, at which time back

ground noise n(y) is introduced. At this point the 

analysis is identical to that of a single-stage model. 

However, through subsequent amplification and integration 

circuitry an exponential filter is applied to the signal, 

yielding a set of discrete data "t° which some 

additional noise {m^} is added. For stationary imaging, 

the equations describing this problem become 

t(y) = J*K(x-y)o(x)dx + n(y) 

si = J>D(y-zi)t(y) + IIK 

which can be combined to a final imaging equation 
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s^ = jK(x-z^)o(x)dx + J"D(y-z^)n(y)dy + ITK (B.6) 

where {z^} are the data coordinates. Here the equivalent 

kernel K for the object is found by the convolution of K 

with D 

K(x) = J*K (x-y) D(y) dy. 

Often K is measured directly and the above calculation is 

not required. 

We can now apply the particle model to o(x), n(y), 

and {m_^} to obtain the 

o(x) = l/[G(x) + 1] 

n(y) = J3Z\^D(y-z^) (B.7) 

where 

G(x) = [l-o(x)]/o(x) exp [asx.K(x-z±)j 

The coefficients {X^3 are determined through the imaging 

constraints in Eq. (B.6). We have used the bounded formula 

for o(x) and the linear approximation for both noise terms, 

assuming zero means. Though the random particle model 

results in a statistically uncorrelated representation for 

the object and noise solutions, the "imaging" of n(y) by 

D introduces a spatially correlated noise contribution in 

the final data. Thus any known spatial or temporal 
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correlation can be expressed by means of an appropriate 

"imaging" kernel. 

Object Correlation 

Often in linear techniques a correlation is intro

duced into the object statistics to provide an additional 

smoothing effect on the restoration (Helstrom, 1967)* 

Unless statistical correlation is a result of know physical 

processes, we assume the uncorrelated description of the 

random particle model. As seen by the formulas for the 

object, implicit smoothing is accomplished by smooth and, 

in particular, band-limited kernels (Appendix C). The 

smoothness of the restoration is further controlled through 

the selection of the statistical parameters and p^, 

which determine the relative contributions of the noisy 

data in the final object and noise estimates. 
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PROPERTIES OF THE IMAGING KERNEL 

For noncoherent objects, we may describe the forma

tion of the image s^ by 

s°(y) = J K(x,y)o(x)dx (C.l) 

where s^(y) and o(x) define energy densities and therefore 

represent scalar distributions. In this case, the imaging 

kernel K is positive and, in general, nonstationary, (e.g., 

explicit dependence on both the object and image coord

inates) . Though occasionally IC can be approximated 

analytically (diffraction and wavefront analysis), the 

usual experimental situation requires an estimate from 

actual measurements. At best, this can be done only for 

discrete values of x and y, defining a rectangular matrix 

K. . - K(x. y.). 
xj x/x 

In this form, the imaging integral, Eq. (C.l), is approxi

mated by 

s.° = £ K..o.. (C.2) 
j J 

However, a direct solution to Eq. (C.2) for {o^) requires 

a square matrix K_„ and one image point for every desired 

object value. If the degraded image is too finely sampled, 
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the condition of the matrix is poor, leading to high 

amplification of noise in the solution (Twomey, 1963) • 

is for these reasons that the maximum-likelihood solutions 

are so useful. With Eq. (C.l) written as 

s. ̂ = f K.(x)o(x)dx (C.3) 
x J x 

we require only N kernel functions for N data values. Here 

K^(x) represents the observed energy at an image coordinate 

y = y^ from an impulse of unit area located at x in the 

object. The discrete representation of {K^(x)} can now be 

a general rectangular matrix where any desired interpolation 

in the object may be obtained without increasing the number 

of data points. 

For optical problems involving finite pupils where 

the Fresnel or Fraunhofer approximations are valid, the 

functions K_^(x) are bandlimited 

J* K^(x) exp ( i2TTxv) dx = 0, | v | <_ • 

Hence object estimates involving linear expansions in K_^ 

are necessarily bandlimited. With the sampling theorem 

the kernel need be defined only at the Shannon intervals 

based on the passband fh . In this manner, the imaging 

integral Eq. (C.3) becomes discrete and equivalent to a 

summation as in Eq. (C.2). If changes significantly 

over the image extent, then a nonuniform sampling may be 
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indicated and requires further study as to its use in 

practical restoration problems. 

Stationary Imaging 

We often can approximate the nonstationary kernel 

by the form 

Here the imaging is assumed solely a function of the dis

placement between the image and object coordinates, where 

the scaling is assumed constant and equal to Oi. For 

restoration purposes, Eq. (C.4) is useful whenever depar

tures from stationarity are small compared to the image 

noise. This approximation becomes extremely important for 

practical restoration of large image areas since it allows 

the use of efficient Fourier transform techniques outlined 

in Chapter 5« Furthermore, as illustrated in Chapter 4, 

simple but instructive error analysis can be readily per

formed from the spectrum T(V) of a stationary kernel k(x). 

conditions for restoration occur. We shall consider the 

simple 1-D case of a uniform, aberration-free pupil 

function 

( y) = k(x - (Xy\ ) . (C.4) 

Diffraction-Limited Imaging 

In diffraction-limited imaging, certain optimum 

a(v) 
0 

1 | v| <1/2 

I VI > 1/2. 
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The associated spectrum becomes simply 

+ f l-|v|, IVI < X 
* a(v) = ( Trt( v) = a( v) * a( v) - 4 

0 I o, |v| > 1. 

Introducing any complex disturbance to the pupil (e.g., 

coatings, aberrations, etc.) can only reduce the spectrum 

(O'Neill, 1963) 

|T(V)i < | T Q ( V ) I .  

Hence, the expected bandlimited restoration error (Chapter 

e = h J P / ( | T ( V )|2 + p)dv 

-1 

is a minimum for T  =  TQ and equals (Helstrom, 1 9 6 7 )  

1/2, -1,_ / 1 / 2 ,  eQ = p tan (1/p ). 

If the noisy image were used directly as the object 

estimate, then the expected error would become 

e = p + 1/3. 

Figure 17 compares CQ and g for various values of p = 

(S/N) and shows quite clearly the advantages of Wiener 

filtering even for diffraction-limited imagery. 

Estimating the Imaging Kernel 

Though many methods can be used to estimate the 

imaging kernel from noisy data, we shall briefly describe 

one technique that has proven particularly useful when 
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2 .0 -

1 . 0  -

- 2  -1 
10 10 10 

P 

Fig. 17« Restoration error in diffraction-limit — e is 
the expected in. s. error as a function of p = 
(S/N)--'- in restoring image using Wiener filter. 
GQ is the error in estimating object as noisy 
image (no filtering). 
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k(x) is known to be both positive and bandlimited. The 

method basically consists of estimating the kernel spectrum 

T(V) resulting from a finite pupil function a(v) as 

T ( V) = a (v)+* a(v), a(v) = 0 and |v| > fiQ/2. 

Here we assume an a priori knowledge of the extent ^Q/2 

of the pupil such that its autocorrelation T ( V) is strictly 

bandlimited to . With measured values T  over a band-
0 ex 

width Q < QQ, we wish to determine a pupil which minimizes 

the mean squared departure 

 ̂ Q 1 

e = J |T ( V )  -  T  (v)| w~ (v)dv. (C . 5 )  

-n e x  

Here Tex^v) can be obtained from any known target object 

o(v) and measured image s(v) as 

T (v) = s(v)/o(v). 
ex 

The power spectrum of the noise in the image data 

is similarly transformed by the object poweer as (Davenport 

and Root, 1958) 

w(v) = n2(v)/|o(v)|2 

and defines the appropriate weighting w(v) to be used in 

Eq. (C.5)• 

This method is quite similar to the positive restora

tion scheme developed by Biraud (1969) where the object is 

estimated with a known kernel using an interative algorithm 

that can be applied directly to Eq. (C.5)« Another approach 
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consists of conjugate gradient iterations that proved 

useful in obtaining an estimate of the instrument function 

used in restoring the spectral data in Chapter 5« 

For 2-D kernels, however, computation times becomes 

a relevant factor and dictates more efficient methods. For 

these larger problems, the iterative scheme outlined in 

Chapter 5 may prove useful. With an initial estimate of 

a(v) as a^(v) we can determine a linear approximation to 

the desired change X(v) = a(v) - a^(v) by solving to first 

order the extreraum condition 

de/dX(v) = 0, |v| < nQ/2. 

Substituting Eq. (C.5) for e, we obtain an integral 

equation for X(v) of the form 

nn/2 _ _ _ 
J D(v,v)x(v)dv = B(v) 

-  V 2 '  

where D(v,v) can be expressed by Fourier transform and 

multiplication operations. Hence, an approximate solution 

for X(v) can be found using theppolynomial operator 

equation 

X(v) « (ar.+a.L+a0L2+ ... )B(v), L = P dvD(v,v), 0 X 2 /wv w ' ' 

which is efficiently evaluated with the algorithm outlined 

in Eq. (5.36). 



APPENDIX D 

POSITIVE-DEFINITE MATRICES 

There is an important feature of the maximum-

likelihood equations that ensures stability of the numerical 

solutions. The matrix obtained by either Eq. (3«^) or Eq. 

(5.5) is intrinsically positive-definite and symmetric. 

Hence, only the upper half of the matrix need be evaluated 

with 

c . . = c . . ,  i  =  l , N  a n d  j  =  i , N .  
31 xj1 ' ' 

Typically,in an elimination type solution to an N x N 

matrix equation, this symmetry is destroyed by pivoting 

of columns and rows to maintain numerical stability 

(Wilkinson, 19&5) • If, however, the matrix is positive-

definite, then no pivoting is required since all eigen

values (and hence minor detenninants) of C, are positive 

1̂ — ̂ 2 — * * * ~ ̂N > 0 * 

These properties allow us to decompose into a product of 

a lower triangular matrix with its transpose (Wilkinson, 

1965) 

C = LLT, (D.l) 
•VW AM 7 

O 
which requires N^/6 multiplications with an additional 

2 N /2 to evaluate each solution to a set of equations 
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CA. = B. i= 1,2,3,.... ( D . 2) 

However, even this direct approach may encounter difficul

ties when is ill-conditioned ^ P-JSJ/<<: ^ w^ere roundoff 

error may lead to a negative value for one of the minor 

determinants. Furthermore, even if the determinants remain 

positive, small errors in the higher eigenmodes of (for 

|! « l) are considerably magnified in the solution for k 

in Eq. (D.2). Both of these problems are conveniently 

alleviated by the addition of a positive quantity to each 

of the diagonal elements of C^, where the resulting matrix 

now has eigenvalues 

H± = H± + p, i = 1,N. 

Hence the noise parameter p in Eqs. (3»5) and (5»'l) not 

only leads to a noise estimate in the data but also ensures 

numerical stability of the matrix solutions. Since p is 

-k ks seldom less than 10 (corresponding to an S/N ~ 10 ) even 

a comparatively large roundoff error (e.g., only 15-bit 

accuracy) can be tolerated. 

Single and Multiband Matrices 

As discussed in Chapter 5, a finite extent imaging 

kernel leads to a matrix that is not only symmetric and 

positive-definite but also banded 

= 0, Ij-iI > M. 

Consequently, the symmetric decomposition of such matrices 
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2 is also banded and requires only ~ NM /2 multiplications 

with ~ NM subsequently required to obtain a solution for 

in Eq. (D.2) (Martin and Wilkinson, 1965)* Hence the 

calculation and storage requirements for such problems 

becomes linear in N for N » M. 

A particularly useful application of the band 

matrix algorithm is the correction for rectilinear image 

motion, where the effective kernel is given by 

k(x) = rect(x/b). 

Here the matrix C by Eq. (3«5) becomes stationary, with a 

typical row as 

{constant (l-|j-i|/b) , |j-i | < b 

0, |j"i|>b 

Depending on how fine the image is sampled in comparison 

with the motion b, the symmetric decomposition of may 

result in an extremely fast and accurate linear object 

estimate as compared with a Wiener filter restoration 

(Helstrom, 1967) • Indeed, for 2-D problems with an image 

"mapping" aligned with the direction of motion, only a 

single 1-D decomposition is required to restore the entire 

array. This advantage is maintained for positive and 

bounded object estimates where integrals of the form 

xi+b/2 

c . . = I o(x)dx 
1J x.-b/2 
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require considerably less computation time than those 

associated with diffraction-type kernels (see Chapter 5)• 

For general 2-D problems with a stationary kernel 

k(x), the evaluation of C requires double integrations 

c.. = ff dxk(x-x.)o(x)k(x-x.), dx = dxdy. (D.3) 
ij Jd 1 j 

If an N x N image array is mapped onto a row vector of 

length 

bij bi(N-l) + j' i,j = 1,N, 

then the matrix in Eq. (D.3) contains off-diagonal bands 

separated by N elements each: 

-« N 

C = 

Fig. 18. Multiple band matrix. 

Unfortunately, a strict symmetric decomposition of 

would eventually fill in the void regions resulting in a 

computation requirement approaching that of an unbanded 

matrix. However, the nonzero elements that appear* in the 

void regions during decomposition may be very small compared 
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with the eigenvalues of and therefore can be neglected. 

A conservative estimate of the number of computations 

required, assuming the decomposed matrix L remains quasi-

2 4 banded, is on the order of N (2M) where M is the length 

of a square region defining the 2-D kernel. An appropriate 

algorithm may involve a complex organization where sub

stantial computation savings occurs only for M « N. 



APPENDIX E 

THE CONSTRAINT OF A FINITE 
OBJECT EXTENT 

If an object scene o(x) is known, to be confined to 

a finite spatial region L (Harris, 1964), then we may-

define an a priori mean oTxT as 

. ( 1, M < L/2 oTxT = < 
( o, |x I > L/2. 

As seen by Eq. (2.10), the truncation of the object by the 

above constraint merely places finite limits on the 

integrals involving o(x). Hence we may express the linear 

restoring formulas in Eqs. (3«l) through (3«^) as 

>(x) = 

n .  =  p X .  
x  K  X  

£X.k(x-x.), x < L/2 
.  x  x  1  1 1  —  
x  

0, |x| > L/2 

(E.l) 

Ec. .X . + pX. = s. 
±  X J  J  K  X  X  

c .  . = |k(x-x.)k(x-x.)dx. 
i j  J

#  i  J  SL 

Here we assume stationary imaging, bandlimited to f2 

Jk( x) exp(i27txv) dx = 0, |vj > Q. 
CO 

With the space-bandwidth product defined as d = 2fiL, we can 
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transform the above equations to a coordinate system y = 

2fbc such that 

E\ik(y-yi), Iy| < d/2 
i 

o(y) 

0, |y| > d/2 (E-2) 

J k(y-y.)k(y-y )dy 
-d/2 1 1 

d/2_ 

where we maintain unit area under the imaging kernel by 

defining 

Hence, all problems with a similar space-bandwidth product 

d and normalized imaging kernel k(y) will result in identi-

constraint affects the restoration in the presence of 

image noise, we shall examine the diffraction-limited case 

Without specifying a particular image, we may determine the 

expected restored object power and its spatial density 

S(x) as a function of the noise level and object width d. 

Here we use Eqs. (E-l) and (E-2) with a discrete sampling 

over the entire image domain [y^} = {••• -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 

Figure 19a and 19b depict the restored power density 

for d = 3 and d = 1 respectively with various noise levels 

k(y) = k(2fix)/2Q. 

cal matrices c.. in Eq. (E-2). To see how the finite 
iJ 

k(y) = [ sin(TIy)/TCy]2 



Fig. 19. Restored resolution for finite object extent. 

(a) Restored power density o(x) for various p = (S/N) in diffraction 
limit with object constrained to d = 3 Shannon intervals. Dashed line shows 
maximum bandlimited resolution (no constraint). 

(b) Object confined to 1 Shannon interval. 

(c) Average restored power N^/d versus object extent d. Asymptotic 
limit for each p given by N^/d = 1 - e (see Fig. 18). 
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p. (Here p represents the average noise to object vari-

2 2 ances n /o .) Since n^. = 1 represents perfect bandpass 

restoration, resolution enhancement is seen to occur only 

in the immediate vicinity of the constraint boundaries. 

Furthermore, with a given noise level, the profile of o(x) 

remains nearly constant in this region for all values of d, 

where substantial resolution improvement over unconstrained 

solutions is limited to well within one Shannon interval of 

the edge* This localized enhancement is further reflected 

in the average restored power N^/d, plotted as a function 

of d and p in Fig. 19c. 

Correspondence to Optical Eigenfunctions 

It is interesting that similar results were pre

dicted by Slepian and Pollock (1961) using prolate 

spheroidal wavefunctions to describe the properties of a 

perfect bandpass kernel 

k(y) = sin(TIy)/TCy. 

Subsequently, these functions were used by Barnes (1966) 

and Frieden (1967) as a mathematical basis for "super-

resolving" objects of finite extent from a known image. 

The problem was then formulated for an arbitrary imaging 

kernel k(y) by Rushforth and Harris (1968), where optical 

eigenfunctions {<^n3 and eigenvalues On3 were defined as 

Jk(y-y)<6 (y)dy = , n = 1, 2, ... 
d (E-3) 
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where 

f4> (y)$ (y)dy = 6 > 
«. n •' m J J nm 
a 

An object confined to a region |y| < d/2 could then 

be represented by an infinite series in {<£n3 

00 

o(y) = E an<#>n(y) 
m=l 

which by Eq. (E-3) results in an image 

00 

s(y) = .E b $ (y) b = (3 a • J  ,  n n J  1  n  K n  n  n=l 

Hence, the object coefficients {an3 could, in principle, be 

perfectly restored from a noiseless image by 

a
n = l/Pn,f<An(y)s(y)dy, n = 1, 2, ... . ( E - k )  

d 

In the limit of continuous image sampling, the 

eigenvalues and orthogonal transformation U associated 

with {c^j} in Eq. (E-2) become (see Chapter 3) 

p. => P 2 rn n 

y => i<t> }• 

Hence, the maximum-likelihood solutions with Eqs. (E-l) 

approach, in the continuous limit, those obtained by 

optical eigenfunctions. However, the practical application 

of the optical eigenfunctions at best involves a numerically 
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time-consuming process (e.g., Slepian [19&53 devoted some 

kO pages to approximations of the prolate spheroidal wave-

functions). Furthermore, Eq. (E-'±) assumes a continuous 

knowledge of the image data over a finite extent d. Thus 

discrete image data must be interpolated by appropriate 

Fourier techniques before integration with [<^3 is possible. 

However, Eqs. (E-l) require only the kernel k(x) and a 

finite number N of discrete data, resulting in considerably 

fewer computations. 

Practical Limitations 

The use of the finite extent constraint to improve 

restoration quality is limited to a rather narrow class of 

problems where we know precisely the position of the object 

with respect to the observed image. Since, in general, 

accuracy of this position cannot be determined to much 

better than one Rayleigh distance (except in certain 

communication systems with fixed object scenes), the 

advantages of constraining the object to a finite region 

are almost completely negated. Indeed, a wrong assumption 

as to the object "edge" may lead to significant restoration 

error. 

However, the results of the last section are useful 

in qualitatively understanding, the enh'anced resolution 

associated with a nonuniform object variance [o(x) / 

constant]. In this case, the bandlimited information 
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obtained from the image is concentrated in object regions 

where the &_ priori estimate oTxT is large, thereby 
increasing the local resolving power. Though purely 

bandlimited functions may display high frequency content 

over a finite region, the required power of the function 

outside this region becomes exceedingly high (Slepian and 

Pollock, 1961). However, multiplication by oTxT in the 
object formula attenuates this external power, isolating 

the high frequency component (this is particularly obvious 

in the finite constraint where o(x) is simply a rectangle 

function). The important property of the positive or 

bounded restox-ing formulas is that this localization occurs 

automatically during the iterative solution in Chapter 5, 

thereby eliminating initial judgmental errors as to where 

the object structure lies in the degraded image. 

Since the average information rate in the image is 

limited by the optical passband, the degree to which we can 

superresolve a complex object structure over an extended 

region is consequently limited. This limitation is further 

enhanced by the presence of noise where extrapolata'cffi of 

information - is'limited to the order of one Rayleigh 

distance. However, in many cases, the object structure is 

sufficiently localized that substantial resolution enhance

ment can be obtained with comparatively narrow bandpass 

imaging. 



APPENDIX F 

SYMBOLS AND TERMINOLOGY 

The following is a brief explanation of symbols and 

terms most frequently used. 

N Total number of degrees of freedom corresponding 
to number of sampled data. 

N Effective number of degrees of freedom: 
equivalent number of perfectly restored object 
modes. 

n^ Average N^, per Shannon interval (extended, 
bandlimited imagery). 

>(x) Spatial distribution of object intensity 
(energy per unit area) in Gaussian image. 

o(x) A priori mean of estimated object distribution. 

o(v) Object spectrum (Fourier transform). 

Q, = {o.} i = 1,N coefficients of a linear expansion in 
{K_^(x)} for the object. 

Q; = {0.3 Coefficients of "tirfe orthogonal object functions 
1 {K:(i)y: 

/»- X 

o(x) Spatial distribution of the restored object 
power. 

= {n^} i = 1 ,N sampled noise (units of energy). 

J5f = i = 1 ,N sampled noise in diagonalized frame, 

£>° = {s^°} i = 1 ,N sampled (noiseless) image. 

Jt° = {s\°) i = 1 ,N sampled image in diagonalized frame, 

S = {s±3 i=l,N sampled image data. 
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IS = {s\ } i = 1,N sampled image data in diagonalized 
1 frame. 

K(x) = {K.(x)} Imaging kernel: contributions from a unit 
1 impulse at x (object plane) to i = 1,N image 

points {x^ } . 

ft(x) = (x) ] Orthogonal object functions with norms 
1 (Hi)-

K(x) Stationary imaging response. 

T ( V) Fourier spectrum of K(x) (transfer function). 

ji, = {jl. ] Eigenvalues associated with the i = 1 ,N imaging 
modes. 

p,(v) Eigenvaluesspectrum (extended images). 

p Ratio of a priori noise to object power. 

X = {X.} i=l,N undetermined coefficients in object and 
noise solutions. 

5T = {X±] Undetermined coefficents in diagonalized frame. 

= {c. N x N derivative matrix: first derivatives of 
^ S_^° (image) with respect to o^ (object). 

intensity "Energy per unit distance (l-D) or area (2-D). 

power density Expected squared energy per unit area. 

power Integrated power density. 

information density Mathematically equivalent to log 
power density. 

object uncertainty ^ A priori fluctuation (units of 
intensity ) of o(x) about o(x). 

degree of freedom, 
mode Statistically independent channel 

of imaging process (from object to data). 

Shannon interval Image sampling interval A = 1/2.Q 
based on passband ft. 

Rayleigh distance 2 Shannon intervals A = 1/fl: 
corresponds to Rayleigh resolution limit for 
diffraction-limited imagery. 
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